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Puget Sound joins climate change initiative
By Johanna Wallner
jwallner@ups.edu
News Writer
University of Puget Sound
has committed itself to joining in the worldwide initiative
to combat climate change.
Last month, President Ron
Thomas signed the American
College and University President's Climate Commitment
(ACUPCC), making Puget

Sound a founding member
of the leadership circle of
the agreement. (As a founding member, Puget Sound is
helping promote ACUPCC
by assisting in persuading as
many as 4,000 other campuses to join the initiative.)
"I signed the President's
Climate Commitment because it was a natural development of our recent decisions on this issue over the
last four years and of our
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commitment in the university's strategic plan to being an
outstanding academic community that is distinguished
by our civic engagement,
environmental responsibility,
and global awareness," Thomas said.
"Responsible stewardship
of our global environment
may well be the ultimate act
of civic responsibility in our
generation, especially when
our own nation's practices
and policies are contributing
so dramatically to the problem.
This signing is a commitment to the future of our
planet, to the generations that
are to come and to making
a positive difference in the
world: these commitments
are central to our mission and
our aspirations."
The ACUPCC contains
three extensive stipulations.
First, the university must
"initiate the development
of a comprehensive plan to
achieve climate neutrality as
soon as possible."
Second, the school must
"initiate two or more tangible actions to reduce greenhouse gases while the more
comprehensive plan is being
developed."
Third, the institution must
"make the action plan, inventory, and periodic progress
reports publicly available by
providing them to the Association for the Advancement of
Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE) for posting
and dissemination."
According to ACUPCC,
only one college presently
claims to be "climate neutral." ACUPCC advises it is
virtually impossible to be climate neutral at this point in
time. The Puget Sound status
report acknowledges that the
undertaking of the first provision of complete climate

neutrality may be currently
impossible.
"Achieving climate neutrality literally would mean
operating in a future net-carbon-zero manner," reads the
status report. "This would
require eliminating fossil fuel
use across campus. It is difficult to project if absolute
climate neutrality at Puget
Sound will be 100 percent
achievable because of uncertainties about future technology, energy resources and
other considerations."
Nonetheless, the university
vows to make a meaningful
effort to address climate issues. The Sustainability Advisory Committee (SAC), in
conjunction with its energy
and transportation task forces, will guide the "development and implementation of
the plan."
The first action taken by the
group will be an inventory of
the university's greenhouse
gas emissions, including all
emissions from electricity,
heating, commuting and air
travel.
Presently, 88 percent of
Puget Sound electrical power
is hydroelectrically produced,
which has zero greenhouse
gas emissions. By July 2007,
SAC will have made its recommendation on the two
projects necessary for meeting ACUPCC's second stipulation.
Puget Sound's student environmental group, Students
for a Sustainable Campus
(SSC), strongly supports
Puget Sound's commitment
to ACUPCC. SSC has assisted SAC in making the
commitment possible. However, they have been working
further to explore the idea of
purchasing 100 percent green
energy.
SEE CLIMATE PAGE 3

New ASUPS hires prepare for year ahead
By Lizzy Stahl
estahl@ups.edu
News Writer
Director of Technology
Services Ed Altorfer, Director of Public Relations Valarie Barone and Director of
Business Services Stephanie
Schuster are all excited to
serve the campus community through their work for
ASUPS in the coming school
year. Although the three have
already begun working in
their next year's positions,
they shared their thoughts
and plans for the year ahead.
Business and finance are
nothing new to Business
Leadership Program major
Schuster. Serving as president of the UPS chapters of
Habitat for Humanity and
Circle K, she has worked on
the club side of ASUPS and
will now be able to help people like herself with their fi-

nancial needs as Director of
Business Services.
"In those [leadership] positions, I have had to keep an
eye on funds, fill out finance
proposals and deposit money
into an ASUPS account, so
I have been on that side of
the process and I know how
frustrating it can be," Schuster said. "As such I feel like
I can really relate to people
who come in with a problem
or concern through my own
knowledge of what it feels
like to be in that position."
Computer science major
Ed Altorfer is no stranger to
UPS Technology Services.
He has worked for ASUPS
for the past two years and is
enthusiastic to continue to
develop his skills and take on
new projects.
"My position has evolved
into a difficult one in that
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/NICOLE MARSHALL
it requires pretty extensive
Junior Valerie Barone is ready to take the position of ASUPS DirecSEE ASUPS PAGE 3
tor of Pubk Relations for next year.
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Investigation over student loans raises questions
By Johanna Waliner
jwallner@ups.edu
News Writer

University and Widener conduct, but would certainly
University. Each of these present the appearance of a
universities also list Student conflict of interest."
Loan Xpress as a "preferred
Maggie Mittuch, Associate
lender."
Vice President for Student
An investigation into eduHowever, Student Loan Financial Services at UPS,
cational student loans is gen- Xpress paid each of these ad- says that all members of the
erating heat for colleges and ministrators consulting fees. NAFFSA are obligated to
universities throughout the For instance, Walter Cathie, agree to and uphold a code of
nation and raising questions Dean of Financial Aid at ethics. Mittuch admits there
about the ethics of institu- Widener University, ran a is a necessarily strong busitions of higher education and consulting company that ness relationship between
financial institutions.
was paid $80,000 by Student schools and lenders.
The College Board esti- Loan Xpress since 2005.
"We need to partner with
mates that college students
Additionally, Cuomo's in- them to ensure good relationtake out an annual $85 bil- vestigation has exposed that ships to ensure the best loan
lion in loans. Consequently, while overseeing lenders in products for our students,"
the growthe federal Mittuch said.
ing volume
student loan
However, as the student
of
student
UPS is currently overhaul- program in loan business increasingly
lending has ing the way in which it pro- 2003, Mat- booms, these relationships
encouraged vides lender information to teo Fontana, are changing. For example,
financial in- students by implementing a general at UPS, financial lenders are
stitutions to detailed web based electron- manager of no longer allowed to take
form intricate ic loan comparison tool for the federal financial aid office staff to
relationships students.
Education working lunches and are diswith colleges
Depart- suaded from visiting the ofand universiment's Of- fice to discuss loan products
ties. Many
fice of Fed- or services, outside of the
schools have utilized "pre- eral Student Aid, sold more brief period of lender evaluferred lender" lists, which than $100,000 in shares of ations conducted in spring.
students rely on to choose Education Lending Group,
Mittuch believes it is aplenders.
Student Loan Xpress's par- propriate that Cuomo's
New York Attorney Gen- ent company.
investigation has caused
eral Andrew Cuomo is conThis year, Student Loan scrutiny, because the adminducting an investigation into Xpress named itself the istrators involved may have
these relationships, alleging eighth largest federal student violated the code of ethics.
that he has found numerous loan provider nationwide. In On the other hand, Mittuch
arrangements where uni- addition to private loans, Stu- also believes that those beversity officials and student dent Loan Xpress provides ing scrutinized are reacting
loan companies benefited at Federal PLUS, Consolida- appropriately.
the expense of students. The tion and Stafford loans.
"None of the administrainvestigation raises questions
In response to the inves- tors were fired or forced to
of conflicts of interest on the tigation's subpoena, CIT leave without pay—this dempart of these officials.
Group, the parent company onstrates a desire for transIt has been revealed that of Education Lending Group, parency," Mittuch said. "It
the directors of financial aid has placed three primary ex- is good that institutions are
at Columbia University, the ecutives on administrative willing to go on the record to
University of Texas at Austin leave: Senior Student Loan demonstrate accurately what
and the University of South- Xpress Vice Chairman Rob- occurred."
ern California each owned ert deRose, CEO Mike Shaut
UPS presently has Student
shares of the parent compa- and President Fabrizio Bal- Loan Xpress on their "preny of Student Loan Xpress, estri.
ferred lender" list for Stafwhich each of the schools
Senator Edward Kennedy, ford Loans. Though some
list as one of their "preferred chairman of the Senate universities have removed
lenders."
Health, Education, Labor Student Loan Xpress from
David Charlow, Executive and Pensions Committee, is their "preferred lender" lists,
Director of Financial Aid at in favor of CIT. Group's ac- UPS will not.
Columbia University, is be- tion and also involved with
"Student Loan Xpress gave
lieved to have profited the the investigation.
one of the most complete and
most from his stock.
"Student loan companies, comprehensive responses
After selling 7,500 shares financial aid
to our RFI,
at about $10 each and hold- officers and
and worked
ing options in 2,500 shares, public offihard to
"It would be inappropri- very
Charlow earned more than cials all owe
ensure
that
for a school to place a they were
$100,000 in 2005.
a duty to stu- ate
As a result, Cuomo has dents to act lender on a preferred lender providing
subpoenaed Columbia Uni- with integrity list in exchange for shares of loan prodversity, which has put Char- and fairness," stock."
ucts that
low on paid leave. (Most of Kennedy told
fit the
– The NASFAA would
the other schools involved the Associneeds of our
have put their administrators ated Press.
students,"
on paid leave as well).
"My office
Mittuch
Student Loan Xpress Presi- will continue to investigate said. "We made a conscious
dent Fabrizio Balestri claims these improper arrangements decision not to be reactive to
that the stocks were given and defend the rights of stu- these allegations. There is
to these administrators as dents."
a lot of mud-slinging going
gifts, but the evidence shows
Furthermore, the National on."
the shares were in fact pur- Association of Student FiUPS is currently overhaulchased by the administrators nancial Aid Administrators ing the way in which it proat a discounted price.
(NASFAA) denounced the vides lender information to
Nonetheless, whether the actions of these administra- students by implementing a
stocks were transferred as tors.
detailed web based electrongifts or as sales, the exchange
"It would be inappropri- ic loan comparison tool for
may violate federal securi- ate for a school to place a students.
ties laws because Balestri lender on a preferred lender
Simple Tuition, the digacquired the stock through a list in exchange for shares of ital tool, will help students
private placement which re- stock," the NASFAA said in compare and select a lender
stricts him from selling the its written statement. "We that is right for them by proshares.
would also note that if the viding them with extremely
Cuomo is also investigat- financial aid administrator comprehensive loan inforing the connections between purchased the stock with mation.
Student Loan Xpress and their own funds, their ownUPS issued RFIs to lendthe financial aid directors ership of the shares may ers, asking for as much inat Johns Hopkins, Capella not be evidence of improper formation as possible and

taking into account all of the
necessities that students need
from their loans such as interest rates, services, on-line
services and more.
"We have recognized the
complexities for students
to select and compare lenders," Mittuch said. "Simple
Tuition will provide students with proper informa-

tion to compare and make
good consumer choices. As
always, we will continue to
honor a student's choice in
lenders, regardless of who
they choose or for what reasons."
Johanna Wollner doesn't need
student loans, she is rich because she wrote for The Trail.
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Earn your Doctor of Physical Therapy (DPT) degree in just 31 months
(including summers) from Azusa Pacific University, and gain a
solid, generalist perspective of patient care All you need is a
bachelor's degree in biology, physical education, applied health.
or a related field.

THIS PROGRAM:
Prepares you for entry level positions in orthopedics, neurology,
cardiopulmonary, clinical electrophysiofogy, pediatrics,
geriatrics, and sports.
Qualifies you for leadership positions in hospitals,
private clinics, sports clinics, rehabilitation centers.
pain clinics, government agencies, home and community
healthcare programs, and research projects.
Enables you to join one of the fastest growing sectors in healthcare
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(800) TALK-APU
www.apu.edu/request/grad
graduatecenternapu.edu

AZUSA PACIFIC
UNIVERSITY

901 E. Mosta Ave • PO Box 7000 • Azusa, CA 9 1 702-7000

Security Report
Security staff responded to, or received reports of, the
following incidents on campus between April 11, 2007 and
April 17, 2007:
April 11: Security contacted a student near Jones Hall because they suspected he was in violation of State and University alcohol laws.
April 12: The superintendent at the Science Center construction site reported copper pipe and several hand tools stolen from a secured area where materials are stored.
April 13: Facilities reported someone had removed the
cover from a wall heater in one of the residence halls. Wires
inside the unit had also been tampered with he said.
April 14: A student in Todd/Phibbs Hall interrupted the
theft of another students lap top computer. The student said
he witnessed an individual he didn't recognize carry the computer out of the building. The individual, upon seeing he was

being watched, dropped the computer and ran. The computer
was returned, undamaged, to its owner who reported she had
accidentally left it one of the lounges.
April 15: A student who lives in the Phi Delta Theta fraternity reported his I-pod and several baseball hats were stolen
from his room. There were no signs of forced entry to the
room. The student, who lives on the ground floor, said he may
have left his window open.
Crime Prevention Tips:
Please remove all valuables from your vehicle. Expensive items visible from the outside increase the chances it
will be broken into.
Do not leave personal property unsecured or unattended.
Always lock your room, office, or work area when you leave.
Unsecured areas and unattended property are also invitations
for crime.
The use of U-bolt style locks for bicycle security is highly
recommended. Chains, cables, and padlocks are relatively
easy to cut.
Crime Prevention and campus safety is everyone's responsibility. Please play an active role by reporting suspicious activity and practicing good personal safety and security habits.
Security does not close. Stop in or call us at (253) 879-3311.
Courtesy of Todd A. Badham
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Operation S.A.V.E. works with
homeless to provide old goods
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A Student admires a left over teddy bear at Operation S.A.V.E.
By Kara Becker
kbecker@ups.edu
News Writer

Operation S.A.V.E. is a
collaborative effort that the
Community Involvement
and Action Center puts on at
the end of every school year
along with Facilities Services, volunteers from Metro
Parks Special Populations
program, Special Olympics
athletes, members of the Assistance Dog Club and other
organizations.
The acronym S.A.V.E.
stands for Sharing the Abundance Volunteer Effort and is
in its tenth year.
The program started after the end of the 1996-97
academic year, when CIAC
director Jacki Pearce-Droge
received a call from Facilities Services lamenting on
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all of the still-usable items
students left behind. It was
then that Operation S.A.V.E.
was born.
The annual collection
works by having volunteers
come in and collect leftover
clothes, furniture and various general appliances and
miscellaneous items that students toss out every summer.
The items are then sorted
through by volunteers for
three days in the basement
of Kilworth Chapel, where
various shelters are welcome
to come and choose what
they wish, with the rest being distributed to the Tacoma
Public School District.
This year 200 60-gallon
paper bags were donated
by Simpson/Tacoma Kraft,
matched by a donation by
the Facilities Department.
These will be seen during
finals week throughout all

Climate
SSC would like to see Puget of anthropogenic degradaSound purchase 100 per- tion, resulting from pointcent green power from wind source and non-point-source
sources in the Pacific North- pollution, and the depletion
west to reverse the other en- of salmon runs due to (among
vironmental effects of Puget other things) the construction
Sound's present hydroelectric of hydroelectric dams on major rivers in
power.
"At
the
the Pacific
"Responsible stewardship
Northwest."
University of
In its efPuget Sound, of our global environment
our behav- may well be the ultimate act
forts, in just
ior results in of civic responsibility in our two weeks,
two major generation."
SSC has
areas of engenerated
vironmental
— President Thomas support from
impact: lomore than 20
cal impacts
ASUPSclubs
and global
for a resoluimpacts," sophomore Erick tion calling for the purchase
Peirson, leader of SSC said.
of 100 percent green energy
"The global impact that has at Puget Sound and supportreceived the greatest atten- ing a raise in fees and tuition
tion recently is greenhouse to finance the additional cost.
gas emissions. Our local im- SSC has worked closely on
pacts, however, are equally its data collection.
significant: the Puget Sound
Their calculation estimates
ecosystem is in a cntical state that the additional cost that

ASUPS
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knowledge of a number of ASUPS will have the optechnologies," Altorfer said. portunity to spend the sum"A good quarter of my job is mer here in Tacoma, living
dealing with people, but the together and taking time to
rest of it is managing servers, get to know one another. This
writing software to help au- time will help them learn
the dorms, Greek houses and tomate day-to-day tasks and how to best work together for
in central locations near on- juggling projects. I've been the next school year and give
campus houses.
at this job for two years al- them a head start on the many
Starting in '00, alum David ready, but I don't think I've projects in store.
Bowe, owner of Northwest gone through a full day withThe overall sentiment exEquipment and Fife Towing, out learning something."
pressed by all three is enthuhas volunteered every year
Barone is also in BLP, will siasm. They are eager to get
to bring a flatbed truck in to promote and advertise sever- to work, anticipating many
assist with the process.
al projects next year, among challenges but also many reLeader of the pickup crew them the proposed Alumni warding experiences. Above
and Associate Professor Network.
all, the three directors look
David Droge hopes others
"I am extremely excited forward to working with UPS
will also see the benefits of about the Alumni Network students, faculty and staff to
the program.
that Hart Edmonson is work- maintain the professionalism
"The hope is to let stu- ing on," Barone said. "I think and passion of their predecesdents know as they're sort- it will be a great asset to the sors at ASUPS, and to work
ing through that a lot can school and will help countless for improvement in those arbe saved, reused or recy- students. I will be working eas that may need it.
cled," Droge said. "There's with the ASUPS executives
"We've got a lot of great
a quick turnaround because to help make that happen."
things in store for students
the dorms have to be cleaned
Schuster commented on that I think will bring even
out immediately to get ready her plans to facilitate rela- more people to the ASUPS
for summer conferences. tions between ASUPS direc- Web site, and I'm always
And it's now becomepart of tors and club officers.
looking for people who want
the whole move-out effort as
"I think clubs need more to be a part of the testing
well."
than just one brief meeting process," Altorfer said, sumDroge also added that the to understand how to func- marizing some of his goals
process has allowed students tion financially as an AS- for next year.
to get creative with recycled UPS club, so I would like to
"And believe me, I realize
materials. For example, foam broaden that process to make that we don't do everything
bed pads with an eggshell sure that every officer knows as well as people would like.
pattern have been used in the how to use their budget, as I encourage them to send me
past in the art department for the budget process this year feedback whenever they have
sculpture projects. Bedding seemed very confusing to it."
is also highly valued as a lot many officers," she said.
Lizzy Stahl checks the ASUPS
of it goes to people on the
Many of the new faces at website at the end of every day.
streets to keep them warm.
Operation S.A.V.E. was
one of the first in the area to
provide distribution centers
with clothing for adolescents
and adults, which is difficult
since most donated clothing
is for younger children.
1095 Wheelock Student Center
Pearce-Droge is also excitTacoma, WA 98416-1095
ed to be a part of the project
for so long.
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Johanna Wallner is sad that
this is her last Trail article
but happy because she is 100
percent energy.

Trail Faculty Advisor

David Droge
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FiesieY":

"HEY YOU," the LUAU
is tomorrow and you won't
want to miss out! Buy
tickets today in the sub or on
luau day at the door. Luau
is on Saturday, April 21.
Dinner is at 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.
in the sub and the show is
at 8 p.m. in the field house.
We'll have great food, music,
dancing, and emcees from
KISS 106.1.
"HEY YOU," who stole my
sea animals and my half-dead
potted plant? You should be
ashamed of yourself.
"HEY YOU," who sits
behind me in stats, stop
kicking my chair.

"HEY YOU," don't sneak
"HEY YOU," mid distance
girls, kick butt at conference. in our house any more and
start using the front door.
"HEY YOU," rad athletic
"HEY YOU," actually look
trainers, you guys are my
at me. I like you but I will
heroes.
never admit it.
"HEY YOU," girl, break up
"HEY YOU," why don't
with your gay boyfriend for
you make a move before you
real this time.
graduate?
"HEY YOU," go to The
"HEY YOU," frizzy-haired
Sustainability Connection
on April 28, and don't forget librarian, please show me
to register at www.ups.edu/ your Shakira moves.
sustainconnect. xml
"HEY YOU," you're fired.

The Trail shall not be held liable
for the content or accuracy of its
Hey You ads. The opinions of the
"Hey You" ads do not represent
the opinions of The Trail or The
Trail Staff. No paid members of
The Trail editorial staff may submit "Hey You" ads. No personal
names are allowed in the "Hey
You" ads. The Trail reserves the
right to modify or discontinue any
and all parts of the ad, and without notice. The reader agrees not to
use the The Trail's "Hey You" ad
section to create damaging, unlawful, harmful or threatening content;
commit libel or false accusations;
be false, inaccurate or misleading; or discriminate in any way
shape or form. Although The Trail
strives to accurately portray each
reader's classified or "Hey You"
ad, providing a service for the UPS
community, The Trail always has
the final say in the final copy of the
"Hey You" ad section.

To submit a "Hey You" ad,
email:

trailheyyou@ups.edu

- 1-1E`f YCX1 • wonno do thot

hip new ?hag , It's called
sex We should try .t
sonettme I'm told
dehoous

"HEY YOU," Czech
"HEY YOU," boy in the
Carhardts who spilled water Republic, let's get on it.
in the SUB early Monday
morning, I envy your
"HEY YOU," tall, dark and
confidence and your ability
to laugh at yourself. I think handsome, you're missing
out ... come play with me
you have a great smile.
in the sun before we go our
"HEY YOU," I no longer separate ways.
flush the toilet after urinating.
"HEY YOU," only three
Make me a sustainability allweeks left. Let's get it on ...
star.
hardcore.
"HEY YOU," UPS guys,
"HEY YOU," its 4/20. Are
we know you are swimming
in a big sea of ladies here, but you even capable of reading
there are some prime catches this?
you are missing out on. We
are waiting for your bait so
"HEY YOU," Imu Crew,
come find us already. Please? take your shirts off already.

"HEY YOU," Features
"HEY YOU," stop using section, you are so sexual.
my room as a sex palace.
"HEY YOU," I'm not gay,
"HEY YOU," hippie from so stop touching me.
Eugene, Happy belated
"HEY YOU," I'm too tired
birthday.
for sex, so stop asking.
"HEY YOU," little Beta
"HEY YOU," don't hit your
boys from Friday the 13,
head again on my bunk bed.
f**k you.

CLASSIFIEDS
POLICY

"HEY YOU
I d ■ segrec
wrth world leaders and
other, This d the best
°Ole, for my °coll...

"HEY YOU," my best ladyfriend, I will always be there
for you.
"HEY YOU," I-week is
over.
"HEY YOU," I am HIGH.
"HEY YOU," hot rugby
boys, I would love to see you
guys in a nude calendar.
"HEY YOU," it better be
sunny today.
"HEY YOU," Finals, I am
not going to like you.
"HEY YOU," I want you to
be my finals fling.
"HEY YOU," I want you
to take advantage of me next
time I get drunk.
"HEY YOU," Betch,
enough of your freshman
drinking stories.

"HEY YOU," beetch.
"HEY YOU," I'm sorry
I'm so awkward. I won't SHOES.
show you my stuffed animals
"HEY YOU," suck it.
again.

The Steven Klein Company

Not ready for the
LSAT?
We are the Steven Klein Company, LSAT
Specialists. After 18 years and 4,500 students,
there probably isn't anyone who knows more
about this test or how to teach it than we do.
That is why Steven still teaches all his own
classes. That is why you should call us.
Our nine week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help sessions, seven
mock exams and assistance with the application process for the reasonable price of $1095.
We can answer any LSAT question - let us
prove it. Call now for a free seminar.
206-524-4915

wwi.v.steven.klein.com
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Across
Cuban dance
Half of a bra
Time of Friday organ
concerts in Kilworth
1. Punishment for NFL's
Pacman Jones
Like the taste of flan
Performing on stage
"The
", a Seattle
publication
Dedication
"My Father
", 1995
Chinese film (3 words)
22. Completely exhausted, or
a reason to pull over
Hairstyle signature of the
Fab Four's early years
Smooth as
Club hosting the Luau this
weekend! (3 words)
Depend (on)
XX into LX
Item that's difficult to find,
according to a common phrase

Down
Soy product
SUV prone to rolling
Overshadow
Like Common Market
for Blackalicious, e.g.
Requirement for some
majors
Popular word game
(played from 2-4 every
Friday in Wyatt with the
English department!)
Your fav lit mag (released
Apr. 289)
"A Tree Grows
a novel by Betty Smith (2
words)
One of Beethoven's 9 or
Mozart's 41
Brazilian party city,
informally
Androgynous
Baseball great Lou
Garden annoyance
Political grp. in Ireland

FREE

Birth Control
for One Year!
at Planned
Parenthood
Services include:
Annual exam and
counseling
Birth control pills, IUD,
foam, the shot, vaginal
ring, diaphragm, condoms,
the patch
Emergency contraception

Call to see
if you qualify.
Everything
is confidential.

0 Planned Parenthood'

1-800-230-PLAN
www.ppww.org
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Sad reali

of gaming woes Notes from the

kept their Wii. Oh, what's
that you say? You can swing
emurdock@ups.edu
the controller like a bowling
Opinions Writer
ball? Neat. Well, I guess
that makes it okay to ignore
What follows is a
friends whom you haven't
very sad story that
seen in a year.
may or may not be –
I'm willing to concede
about me: once
that there's probably a cerupon a time at a little known
tain amount of bonding that
but widely respected unigoes on among gainers, as
versity, a beautiful, charmwith any exclusive group.
ing, free-spirited princess
Still, I'm always a little aphad recently begun dating a
palled when I hear of or withandsome, shaggy-haired,
ness people choosing to play
blazer-wearing, hipster dude.
video games rather than to go
They had agreed to hang out
to a party, go shopping, have
one evening around 7:00. He
dinner with their family, toss
was going to call her. Hava Frisbee, or pretty much any
ing received no phone call
other activity that involves
by 7:30, she called
getting out and being
him. As it turned out,
a part of the three dihe had been sucked
mensional world.
into a marathon of
I a dmired Ms. Pac Man as a postMaybe my averHalo, and was hav- femi nist role model (killing all those sion to video games
ing far too much fun ghos is with hair-bow intact).
stems from the fact
to make good on his
that I was brought up
promise to meet her.
without them. My
Naturally, because he
parents always rehad willfully allowed him- suffers at the hands (joy fused to buy my brother and I
self to be lured away from sticks?) of this epidemic. All the latest gaming system that
her, the princess immediately normal forms of socialization all the other kids seemed to
switched her mental classifi- are threatened. I cringe re- have. As a result, my video
cation of him from "yes" to membering how many times game experience was limited
"douche bag waste of time." when I was visiting my high to a couple of ten-minute sesNevertheless, she found it school friends over Winter sions of Duck Hunt during
highly disturbing that any Break that we'd all gather at nap time at the neighborhood
person would choose an someone's house and before babysitter's house.
evening of manipulating lit- the girls knew what was hapWhen I was a junior in
tle pixilated characters inside pening, the guys had all dis- high school, my brother's
a black plastic box over an appeared to wherever the host
SEE VIDEO GAMES PAGE 7
evening spent with her.
By Beth Murdock

This story, while
it may shock you,
depicts an all too
common occurrence among people of my generation. All over this
country boys are
ditching girls in
favor of Halo or World of
Warcraft. (I must at this point
apologize for phrasing this
rant in such hetero-normative
terms. Certainly, there must
be boys who ditch boys and
girls who ditch girls for video
games, too, but I can only
speak from my own experience.)
It's not only romance that

Liberal arts can hold its own
raise revenue by increasing
attendance (or raising tuition)
rather than by relying on rent
to pay the bill.
Of course, there are also
Chris Van Vechthose of us who simply find it
ten — my editor—is
disagreeable to live on-camfond of critiquing
pus. In my four years here I
the University ad- —
have heard enough commenministration and its policies. Lion.
tary about the costs and beneHis views are reasonably jusWe would be fools not to fits of living off campus to fill
tified more often than not and make the best of our experi- several books-on-tape packhis ranting has been known to ence here in the ways that we ages and I still can't make up
play upon the same ideas that see fit. Whether we like it or my mind.
drive many students com- we hate it, the fact remains
In exchange for what my
plaints.
that we are here. As such, we editor decries as submitting
Last week, for example, he have to deal with what comes to a monopolistic landlord,
issued his final call for our our way.
on-campus students are close
resistance against an overlyFor example, the University to their classes, are exempt
politicized administration allegedly plans to build two from paying the power comthat ostensibly seeks to un- new residence halls as part of pany by the month, have their
dermine our free
furniture prowill to learn by
vided and—in
dictating our conresidence halls
We w ould be fools not to make the best at
formity to a sort
least—don't
of "collective indi- of our experience here in the ways that even have to
viduality." Mr. Van we see fit.
clean the bathVechten, however,
rooms thempredicates his arguselves.
ments upon notions that the an "expansionist" policy. Mr.
The off-campus crowd has
University can force students Van Vechten argues that they to deal with its respective
into conformity whether they can be used as instruments of landlords anyway, plus they
agree with it or not and that control by forcing students to have to pay the utility comthe University's assumption abide by residence policy and pany by the kilowatt-hour
that it knows more than its submit to university observa- and are responsible for cleanstudents do is faulty.
tion. However, I ask: short ing their own bathrooms, not
To a certain degree, this is of mandating that all students to mention the risk inherent
correct: learned as the faculty do an obligatory stint in the in the states of disrepair of
and the administration are, residence hall, how could the privately-owned property.
they do not know everything. University keep us thus conHowever, off-campus stuTo another degree, however, fined? Furthermore, student dents need not worry about
this argument greatly under- residence fees will provide dealing with their RAs while
estimates the will of the stu- nowhere near enough rev- high, nor about having to
dent body.
enue in the short run to begin obey so-called community
I'm willing to assume that to pay off the buildings; even standards and quiet hours —
those of us who have chosen if they could accumulate the they'll deal with the law
to attend this school have funding from housing fees
a solid reason for doing so, in the long run, it is easier to
SEE LIBERAL ARTS PAGE 7

By T.J. Rakitan
trakitan@ups.edu
Opinions Writer

and those that don't
leave are still here
because the net
benefit of staying
far outweighs the
net benefit of leaving. With that said,
I hereby issue my
own final call for ac-

Brighter Side:
A faculty contribution
• Stupid far from illegal
By Seth Weinberger
Assistant Professor
Department of Politics
and Government
As the War stretches into
its fourth year, the voices of
those opposed to the U.S.
military presence in Iraq
intensify. Here in Tacoma,
protestors have attempted
to block the transit of military vehicles through the
city's port and Lt. Ehren
Watada refused to deploy
with his unit to Iraq. Underlying such actions is the
concept of an individual's
duty to resist a war believed
to be "immoral and illegal."
Most of these protests, and
Watada's legal defense in
particular, hinge on the argument that the Iraq War is
illegal. Congressman and
presidential candidate Dennis Kucinich, who recently
visited UPS, is among those
who claim that the invasion
was illegal. However, this
assertion does not hold up
under scrutiny, and those
who use it do a disservice to
their own cause.
The Iraq War is, plain and
simple, legal under U.S.
law. Congress authorized
the war when it passed the
Authorization for the Use of
Military Force on October
11, 2002. There are serious
legal disputes over whether
Congress could "de-authorize" the war with a subsequent resolution, but, to
date, there has been no effort
to do so. And while Congress has passed an appropriations bill that purports to
hold the president to a timeline for bringing the troops
home, no one doubts it will
be vetoed, forcing Congress
to back away from the imposition of a deadline.
What about international
law? Lt. Watada's defense
was that the War violated
US commitments under the
UN Charter. The UN Charter was formally ratified by
the US Senate; under the
Supremacy Clause of the
U.S. Constitution (Article
6), ratified treaties are part
of "the supreme law of the
land;" thus, according to this
argument, the UN Charter is
supreme law of the United
States and a war launched in
violation of the UN Charter
is illegal under both international and national law.
Under the UN Charter, the
use of force against a state
is only permissible under
two conditions: authorization by the UN or in selfdefense from an imminent
attack. Since there was no
authorization from the UN
and since Iraq did not pose
an imminent threat to the US
the invasion is, according to

this logic, illegal.
Unfortunately for Watada
and the protesters, this argument is untenable. In order
for a ratified treaty to become "supreme law of the
land" it must either be selfexecuting or passed into law
by both houses of Congress,
not just the Senate. A selfexecuting treaty is one that
is clearly intended to replace
or supersede existing legislation and thus would need
no further implementation
by Congress.
According to the American Society of International
Law: there are varying formulations as to what tends
to make a treaty provision
self-executing or non-selfexecuting, but within constitutional constraints (such as
the requirement that appropriations of money originate
in the House of Representatives) the primary consideration is the intent – or lack
thereof – that the provision
become effective as judicially-enforceable domestic law
without implementing legislation. For the most part, the
more specific the provision
is and the more it reads like
an act of Congress, the more
likely it is to be treated as
self-executing.
If the Iraq War is to be
understood as a violation of
U.S. domestic law via U.S.
commitments under international law, the UN Charter
must be seen as self-executing. The relevant section of
the UN Charter is Chapter
VII, the most critical articles
of which are:
Article 39
The Security Council shall
determine the existence
of any threat to the peace,
breach of the peace, or act
of aggression and shall
make recommendations, or
decide what measures shall
be taken in accordance with
Articles 41 and 42, to maintain or restore international
peace and security.
Article 40
In order to prevent an aggravation of the situation,
the Security Council may,
before making the recommendations or deciding
upon the measures provided
for in Article 39, call upon
the parties concerned to
comply with such provisional measures as it deems necessary or desirable...
Article 41
The Security Council may
decide what measures not
involving the use of armed
force are to be employed
to give effect to its decisions, and it may call upon
the Members of the United
SEE LEGAL WAR PAGE 7
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Truth trumps Iran myths
By Walid Zafar
wzafar@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
No other country connotes a
more negative image to a Bible Belter than Iran. But aside from
the hostage crisis in 1979 and
the nuclear issue, what else
do Americans truly know?
Since President Bush's infamous "Axis of Evil" diatribe,
much fear and misinformation has been circulating in
the United States about Iran.
The United States is emphatic about replacing the Iranian
government and introducing
democracy. But for all its
flaws, I would argue that Iran
is far more democratic than
the U.S.' client states in the
region. In no particular order, I aim to dispel some of
the disinformation that has
been spread.
Any mention of President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad is
sure to include his supposed
calls for the destruction of
Israel. This egregious lie is
considered by some Iranians to be "the rumor of the
century." In truth, his exact
words were "This occupation regime over Jerusalem
must vanish from the page
of time." Evoking the name
of Ayatollah Khomeini, who
said the same thing about the
Shah's regime, Ahmadinejad
was offering assurance to the
pro-Palestinian supporters in
Iran that, over time, the plight
of the Palestinian people
would end. Just as the Shah
was deposed, Jerusalem, one
of Islam's holiest cities, will
inevitability be reclaimed.
Then came the story that
the Majlis, the Iranian parliament, had enacted legislation
that would require non-Muslims to wear insignia that
would let others know what
religion they were. Obviously, the proverbial Nazi holocaust analogy was brought
up, and one influential Rabbi
was quoted as saying "Iran is
moving closer and closer to
the ideology of the Nazis."
The fact that this story had
no merit whatsoever and was
completely fabricated did little to assuage fear of the next
Hitler. Another rumor circulating was that President
Ahmadinejad was one of the
hostage takers in 1979. Once
again, this claim was repudiated.
Another contentious issue
is Iran's nuclear program. The
"international community"
abhors the Iranian regime's
quest for nuclear power. By
all considerations, Iran has
the right to have a civilian
nuclear program, which the
Iranians argue is for peaceful
purposes. As they put it, "no
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David
Sedaris

incentive would be
sufficient to compromise Iran's inalienable right to all aspects
of peaceful nuclear
technology."
Furthermore, no
credible evidence exists that Iran is aiming
to build nuclear weapons.
Granted, the government is
not fully cooperating with
the "international community" but even then, their unwillingness to be completely
forthcoming is influenced by
uncooperativeness from our
government.
In 2003, Iran faxed a letter to the State Department
(through a third party) offering "full transparency" on its
nuclear enrichment program,
a supportive role in combating terrorism, assistance in
establishing a secure democratic Iraq, and accepting the
long overdue process of creating a two-state solution to
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. This offer was quickly
rebuffed by our leaders.
While some have argued
that Iran continues to go
against the "unanimous will
of the international community" it is important to consider the words of nuclear
weapons physicist Gordon
Prather, who said, "After
almost three years of goanywhere see-anything interview-anyone inspections,
IAEA inspectors have yet to
find any indication that Iran
has—or ever had—a nuclear
weapons program." The Iranian leader says there is no
intention to make weapons,
the head of the IAEA and
Noble Peace Prize winner
Mohamed ElBaradei says
there is no evidence such a
program exists, yet all we
hear about is the threat of
Iran.
Logically you can't prove
a negative, but the U.S contends that the absence of evidence is not evidence of absence. Doesn't this all sound
way too familiar?
Next, consider the entire
ordeal over the 15 British
soldiers who were detained
in the Shat Al-Arab waterway. Without getting into the
actual events that transpired
and exactly where the soldiers were, this anecdote is
a fascinating example of hypocrisy. No whips, no dogs,
no water boarding, no sexual
assaults, no leashes. Indeed,
the Iranians have yet to realize how this sort of business
is handled in the "civilized"
world.
Whereas prisoners under
United States custody have
their religious sensibilities
used against them, are sexuality humiliated, electrocuted
and tortured to death in U.S.
operated torture facilities

around the world,
the "barbarous"
Iranians
show
their
hostages
on T.V smoking
cigarettes
(meaning
that
Sure it was, Grandpa
their families can
see that they are
Sure it was.
alive). By their
own admission,
the sailors and
marines were
coerced into confessing that they
had trespassed
Iranian waters,
they were blindfolded, bound,
and kept in isolation for most of
the two weeks,
all the while not
knowing if they
would survive.
However, by any
standard definition, the British captives were treated as
prisoners, whereas the capDear Editor,
tives taken under the "war on
terror" motif are treated as
Upon reading Alastair
sub-animals.
Moyer's letter in last week's
In fact, John Yoo, one of
Trail, I was struck by how
the key architects of U.S lerelevant his complaint was
gal policy after 9/11, argued
to an event coming up on
that there is nothing stopping
April 28 (for which I hapthe president from torturpen to be coordinating
ing somebody by "crushing
publicity; funny how these
the testicles of the person's
things happen). It's called
child" in front of them. As
The Sustainability Connecthe new catchphrase now
tion: A Summit on Environgoes, "when you have 'em
mental Protection, Health,
by the balls, their hearts and
and Family Planning. The
minds will follow." Instead
event
is concerned with not
of sending the captured solonly big, worldwide probdiers back in body bags, all
lems, but little, local ones
were given suits, met the
that you make right now.
president of the country and
But what the heck is it
recieved gift bags, which
(other than an opportunity
included candy. Squished
to mooch free food, schtesticles and candy. That dimooze with a few profeschotomy is too obvious for
sors and members from
elaboration.
community organizations,
As one Iranian reformer
get door prizes and green
put it, "this show has been
gifts in a raffle, and have inthe humiliation of the countellectual conversations on
try of Iran. You capture peoa Saturday)? Well, the halfple and then you send them
day event revolves around
out with suits, shirts, sweets
its six workshops, which
and gifts to take back to Britparticipants
pick two of to
ain. It's embarrassing." It
attend. The titles are only
might be embarrassing for
somewhat useful (there was
some Iranians but it is ceronly
so much poster space,
tainly far more embarrassing
after all), so I'd like to give
for the West.
quick overview of what you
We know our government
might expect from each:
makes things up but it's easi"A Rights-Based Aper to believe the hype and go
proach
to International
with the flow than to quesFamily Planning" is contion. As Machiavelli wrote
cerned with the problem
in the Prince, "For the great
of overpopulation, based
majority of mankind are saton the formula lots of
isfied with appearances, as
people+subsistence agricul
though they were realities,
ture=environmental degraand are often more infludation.
So how can people
enced by the things that seem
be encouraged to have less
than by those that are." Sochildren/more children recial conservatism aside, how
sponsibly, not because they
can anyone support this tyrhave no options, in a way
anny of fear that is inflicted
that doesn't violate their
on our minds?
rights?
• Walid Zafar's rhetoric may
"Sustainable Agriculture,
be less than captivating, but
Sustainable
Livelihoods:
it's sure to take his readers

to
'
Don I mus

PHIL MOORE

Letter to the Editor
Global and Local Projects
and the Future of Organics"
reconsiders organic agriculture, given that it is one of
many options for consumers. Is it really sustainable?
Is there anything that may
work better?
"Environmental Justice
and the Health of Washington Communities" discusses
a BIG problem in the environmental movement: it's
white. At least in the United
States, there's not many
diverse perspectives represented. Why is that, how
can we change it, and what
effect has this trend had on
the environment of low income (and often non-white)
neighborhoods?
"Know Your Food: Informed Choices for Washington Consumers"— selfexplanatory.
"Women, Population, and
the Environment: Feminist
Perspectives and Changing Policy Paradigms" discusses the particular relationship women have with
the environment, given the
connections between overpopulation and environmental degradation and the way
that policies about birth control affect women's choices
regarding the number and
spacing of children.
"Creative Activism
Through the Arts" explores
how artists of all types can
contribute to creating a sustainable culture.
To register and for more
information, visit www.ups.
edu/sustainconnect . xml .
Sincerely,

Glynnis Kirchmeier
Publicity Coordinator
gkirchmeier@ups.edu
x4466

hostage.

Rutgers
Womens
B-Ball

ip

End of
semester
crunch
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LEGAL WAR
Nations to apply such measures. These may include
complete or partial interruption of economic relations
and of rail, sea, air, postal,
telegraphic, radio, and other
means of communication,
and the severance of diplomatic relations.

Article 42
Should the Security Council consider that measures
provided for in Article 41
would be inadequate or have
proved to be inadequate, it
may take such action by air,
sea, or land forces as may
be necessary to maintain or
restore international peace
and security. Such action
may include demonstrations,
blockade, and other operations by air, sea, or land
forces of Members of the

CONT. FROM PAGE 5

United Nations.

This language does not approach the level of specificity present in congressional
legislation that would render
the Charter self-executing. In
fact, U.S. courts have repeatedly held that the UN Charter is not self-executing. Absent legislation authorizing
its provisions, the Charter
cannot be held to supersede
existing U.S. laws, and therefore its rules concerning the
use of force do not bind the
U.S. government. There has
been no legislation transferring the war powers of either
the president or Congress to
the UN. Thus, the UN Charter does not have legislative
force domestically: It is not
the "supreme law" of the
United States.

The Iraq War may have
been ill-conceived and unnecessary. The occupation
and rebuilding may have
been bungled. The whole
thing may be stupid and
tragic. But stupid ain't illegal. Those who oppose the
War and who wish to effect a
change in U.S. policy should
resist the temptation of using
an inflammatory argument
with little substance and
even less accuracy. Demonstrating how the War is not
commensurate with American national interests would
be a far more effective tool.
Even questioning the morality of the War and appealing to the sensibilities of
the American people would
likely have a greater effect.
But claiming that the conflict
is illegal is a non-starter.

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,

When I read Chris' article,
I was deeply concerned for
the low-income students of
this university. I hear his anger and see legitimacy in his
complaints, but I also perceive the disastrous consequences of his suggestions.
You see, I am one of many
students at Puget Sound
whose yearly financial aid
package is larger than their
family's yearly income. I
think that it is important to
have students with a diversity of economic backgrounds,
both for reasons of social justice and because it creates a
better educational experience
for everyone. It is also very
clear to me that this diversity
of economic backgrounds
is directly dependent on the
amount of financial aid UPS
is able to give to students.
The aid that is available, and
is so desperately needed, is

the result of giving by alumni from all classes, from the
'40's to the '00's. Without it,
UPS may indeed be a school
with no socioeconomic diversity, where admissions
letters are worthless for those
whose parents income is below $100,000.
We need alumni to give
because the aid isn't going
to come from anywhere else.
The Link calls alums for the
alumni fund. The donations
the Link brings in mostly
go to financial aid, because
aid is Puget Sound's priority. When alums contribute
to the alumni fund they are
largely providing financial
aid to needy students. If they
want to only give to student
financial aid, they merely
have to say so. I can see no
reason to stop giving to students. I cannot express in
words the thanks I owe this
university for the gift of an
education my parents could
never have dreamed of for

themselves and could never
have funded for me. When
I graduate, I am dead set on
giving that gift to other students. No internship policy
or anger at the institution of
academia will stop me from
providing financial aid to
students who need it now,
and will continue to need it
for the duration of this university's existence. If you
want to protest the university's policies, for whatever
reason you may have, do it
ethically. Don't cut off the
low-income, high-need students who couldn't dream of
affording the cost of a Puget
Sound education. Tell the
Link employee you're restricting to financial aid, and
give a poor student a fighting
chance.
Sincerely,
Carolyn R Ham
Proud Link Employee and

Working Class Student

VIDEO GAMES
godmother gave him a Sega
Genesis with two games: Ms.
Pac Man and Golf. While
I admired Ms. Pac Man as
a post-feminist role model
(killing all those ghosts with
hair-bow intact), I couldn't
bring myself to participate in
her saga for more than a few
minutes. It simply didn't hold
my interest. To this day, even
though the technology has
obviously come a long way,
I just don't understand the
appeal of these games. The
only time I've ever appreciated them was once at a party
when I was feeling particularly socially inept (read sober)
and needed to appear engaged
in something. I just watched
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the screen and tried to smile
or cringe at appropriate moments.
I generally think of video
games the same way I think
of television or Facebook
stalking. They're procrastination activities—something
to do for a short time while
you're not doing anything
else. They're not inherently
bad, but there's almost always something better to do.
I'm utterly baffled by people who make video games a
significant part of their lives
and I don't feel the least bit
sorry for them when they're
mocked for it.
Some ardent electronic
disciples might read this and

Women's
Golf

get offended with me, a nongamer, for making such a petty and ill-informed judgment
about their favorite hobby.
But you know what—I'm an
opinions writer. Petty judgments are my life, and if making them and submitting them
for publication is wrong, then
I don't want to be right. Besides, those angry garners are
unwittingly moving us away
from a future of world peace
with every tiny plastic button
they push. I have it on good
authority that video games are
part of an elaborate government conspiracy to create an
army of super-soldiers.
Beth Murdock has forever
sworn off dating cool hipster
dudes.

lip Cho Seung
Hui
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LIBERAL ARTS
instead. As I mentioned, it's nothing of not being prepared

for the work. Nevertheless, I
all a trade-off.
The University's system of maintain that we will persecore courses provides anoth- vere. There is hope, even for
er example: we give up the the sloppiest of English maoption to take more elective jors, that we shall recognize
credits because we (ostensi- the truth of our existence as
bly) agree with the Universi- liberal learners. Hell, there's
ty's professed belief in wide hope for the sloppiest of ecoexposure to various topics nomics majors, too, even
before specialization. While though we are more inclined
this has proven something than most to realize that the
of a headache to the overa- real world doesn't take as
chievers among us whose kindly to pajama attire as we
Advanced Placement test do.
Our choices regarding
scores were not accepted as
full credit, it is worth keep- where we live and how we
ing in mind that not all of us study are not in the hands of
come here knowing exactly our administrators or other
controllers, and unless RDG
what we want to study.
For the too-confused-to- begins storming the campus
choose among us, the core with nimble shock-troops in
system is nothing short of a leotards, I sincerely doubt
required try-before-you-buy that our choices will become
strategy designed to allow us so limited. We will continue
to scratch the surface of many to make the best of what is
different disciplines before dealt to us, Mr. Van Vechwe decide which one we pre- ten, and I get the feeling that,
fer to stick with. Granted, when the time comes, we'll
some of us have a better idea hold out until we get our eduthan others of our desired cation our way. That is, as
specializations—never mind long as the rest of you don't
the fact that the undergradu- keep coming to class in pajaate realm is anything but the mas.
Ti. Rakitan wishes to thank
place for specialization anyhow — yet must sit through all who have exercised free will
lately
classes unrelated
to our majors in
order to graduate. It is perhaps
along these lines
that Professor
Suzanne Barnett
cites a trend in the
History Department dictating that
classes become
easier and more
narrowly-focused
than she feels they
should be; in this
sense I agree with
her that specialization is better saved
for even more mature learners.
There are those
who would contend, however,
that even we fall
short of the gold
standard of undergraduate maturity. This dark
Saturday
side, addressed
with eloquent ferApril 28, 2007
vor by the faculty
of the English DeBaker Stadium
partment, entails
University of Puget Sound
such nasty habits
as arriving to class Register at Sub Tables or Come Visit Our Office
879-3767 ciacevents@ups.edu
in pajamas, to say

12th Annual
Puget Pacer

007r

5K Run/Walk
Benefiting

Kids Can Do!

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily represent the
opinions of The Trail. The Trail encourages all readers to
respond to all articles or important issues by writing a letter to the Editor. Columns and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion of the Editorial Board. The
Trail reserves the right to refuse any letter that is submitted
for publication. Letters must be signed with a full name and
contact information and are due no later than 5 p.m. on Mondays. Letters may be mailed to trailops@ups.edu or delivered
through the mail to CMB 1095.
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gonlmon Dam ma Num
For KUPS, Explosion of the Arts is
our chance to get the hell out of the SUB
basement. We spend 19 hours a day, seven
days a week holed-up in a ten foot by tenfoot fluorescent-lit room with no windows.
Once a year we get a chance to break out
and climb a little closer to the sky. This
year we will be broadcasting live from
Marshall Hall during Explosion of the Arts,
giving our DJs a chance to do their radio
shows in daylight.
Helen Shepard, Lucy
Kruesel, Nick Cadiente and James Gowdey
are this year's lucky Saturday afternoon DJs
who will be blessed with salvation.

Explosion of the Arts is also like a family
reunion for us. Every Thursday I get to sit
down with Brandon, Nick, Zack, Emily and
sometimes James to talk about our feelings, but those meetings are more like PTA
meetings than true family gatherings. On
Saturday we get the whole family together
with music, publications and films for all
of our kids. In addition to broadcasting
live, we will also have few things to give
to attendees, including concert tickets and
t-shirts. This is our way to say, "Thanks,
kids, for listening to our radio station. We
love you."

By: Branden Goetz I General Manager, KUPS
For their display at Explosion of the Arts, Praxis Imago
will first be presenting a best-of
selection of student-produced
shorts and music videos from
the past two
years. If you
missed either
screening
of Foolish
Pleasures,
now's your
opportunity to come check out
what the campus filmmakers
have been up to in their spare
time! A retrospective, if you will.
Praxis Imago also looks
forward to presenting a series
of comedic shorts from Channe1101.com , a longstanding website "where the rubber meets the
road." In a nutshell, CH101 is a
monthly film festival in Los An-

geles where participants submit a
short film in the format of a pilot
under five minutes in length.
Each festival is structured so that
the audience controls what is

Despite the pressure of low
budgets, unreasonable deadlines
and blunt judges, the Channe1101
filmmakers always manage to
churn out top-tier comedy. The
shorts are examples of
cheap digital filmmaking
at its finest; brazen,
self-aware, satirical gems
that serve as
perfect arguments for quality over
quantity.
By presenting these
shorts to the campus,
Praxis hopes to communicate to the aspiring filmmakers and actors at UPS that all
it takes is a little ingenuity, a
solid crew and a GL2.
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shown and which filmmakers return for the next screening - very
similar to the way TV programs
are rated and managed. Shows in
the past have even managed to
snag random celebrities on their
off-time, including Jack Black,
Sarah Silverman, Drew Carey,
Chris Tallman and even The
Lonely Island (a.k.a. the minds
behind SNL's "Narnia Rap").
By: James Gowdey I General Manager, Praxis Imago
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t Explosion of the
say about science. There is a lot that
Arts, the third issue we have written about that comes from
of Elements will
outside campus, from the new HPV
be available for all
vaccine to mapping dark matter to
interested students. reproducing without men. Most of the
This issue continscience is very new and barely begun.
It
has the potential to greatly affect
ues our quest to bring science out of
Thompson to the entirety of campus.
our lives and planet, and is full of new
We have articles about research done
ideas and techniques that someday
by faculty and students, both near and
soon we may be hearing more about.
In addition to serious articles, The Alfar away, on such diverse topics as
lium continues to show the lighter side
climate change, monkeys and unifyof science with funny stories from lab
ing branches of mathematics. With
and a new CosmoNerd. Like previous
these and other articles, we hope that
issues, this installment has a terrific
our third issue gives a good survey of
mix of new research and ideas showsome of the many projects that go on
casing as many aspects of science as
in Thompson. This semester it also
we can manage.
seems that the wider world has a lot to
By: Megan Dill-McFarland I Editor-In-Chief, Elements
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Photo Services is proud to present a vari ety of photographs at Explosion of the Arts!
First we will be partnering with the Trail
to present the best photos of the year in
their final "Best Of" issue. Continuing
from last year, we will have wonder ful, large, high quality prints of the
most interesting and engaging photos
as chosen by the photographers them selves. These will be on display during
Explosion of the Arts, and for the week
following.

By: Nick Kiest I General Manager, Photoservices
We will also be displaying the
winners from last semester 's " Images of Decay " photo contest, along
with the submissions and winners
from the latest contest, "Images of
Growth." This contest is still going
on, and if you want to participate,
go to photos.ups.edu . All in all,
there will be lots of photos up for
Explosion of the Arts, so check out
what 's been going on this year.

'a11011

Tamanawas, the annual yearbook for the University of
Puget Sound, will be debuting this year 's book for the
Explosion of the Arts. Tamanawas will be printing the
yearbook in a coffee table style showing pictures captur ing our lives at Puget Sound over the past school year.
While Tamanawas staff is not often visible on campus
throughout the year, you can bet that at least one rep resentative from the staff is present at all big campus
events, as they must document everything that happens
on campus in order to include pictures and quotes from
students in the annual book. This school year was also
the first to have a freshman editor. While the job was
large and overwhelming, Zach Preefer conquered the
process and just recently sent a 112 page yearbook to
print. The media had a tumultuous year, as ASUPS con templated disbanding the book, however, a team of co editors have stepped up to publish another yearbook for
next year. While students eagerly await receival of their
2006-2007 copies of Tamanawas, everyone can sleep
soundly at night knowing that next year will promise yet
another edition.
By: Katie Azarow I Managing Editor, The Trail

The Trail
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Tension between professors, students
revealed by English department letter
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By: Branden Lueken I Editor-In-Chief, The Trail

Next week, students should look
for a thinner Trail than usual, as we
highlight the years best and worst.
On the front and back pages, students
will get to see some of the best and
most fun pictures that have graced
The Trail this year, as we look back at
events like the dubious return of the
hatchet, the stalling out of OIS and
Spring Break follies.
On the inside pages, The Trail staff
will select what we think some of the
most significant events of the past
year have been, and parallel those
with some of our biggest failures.
We ' ll be selecting the biggest, most
over-hyped event on campus (was it
the windstorm? How about the return
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of the Hatchet?), the worst parking
spot on campus (the Wyatt parking
lot should be open to everybody),
the most anticipated movie (Bond
vs. Borat, who wins?), among other
categories.
Unfortunately, due to the nature of
The Trail, there won ' t be something
fun and interactive like the other me dias. The Letters to the Editor act as a
talk back, so we ' ve got that covered,
there 's not much to present in terms
of a yearly publication a la T-Was
or Crosscurrents, and don ' t publish
poetry. But hey, this is the time when
all the other medias get to bask in the
glory that The Trail gets all year.
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David Sedaris's genius in question
By Jordan Barber

jebarber@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Unlike everyone else, I remain unconvinced that David
Sedans is actually a genius.
Time Magazine styled him
"America's pre-eminent humorist." This could not be
more ridiculous. How does a
job-searching, gay, expatriate
living in France have anything to do with the humor of
America?
Despite that, he does somehow connect with America.
Sedans, unlike many authors,
is poignant without sounding
too proud or general. While
he sometimes uses epiphanies to elucidate the vast
universal truths of mankind,
more often he is frustrated or
humiliated.
I mean, all he does is write
about his life, his real life.
There is no "Million Little
Pieces" James Frey fictional
mumbo jumbo here. He really did work as an elf at a
Macy's department store as
he tells in his story, "SantaLand Diaries."
In "SantaLand Diaries," I
think Sedaris's essential humor comes from his willingness to plunge deep into the
dumpy, commercial nature of
life.
This is especially apparent
during Christmas: that mad,
mad world which asks people
to keep on a preposterously
cheerful facade of joy during
the most chaotic and infuriating time of the year.
I am sure the experience
is only exacerbated when

Quit trusting Americans to
make good movies. If you are
going to rely on the Oscars at
all, skip to the Best Foreign
Language category and take
your pick from that list. Thus
far iPan's Labyrinth" and
"The Lives of Others" have
been hits on campus. Now
give the Danes a try.
"After the Wedding," or
"Efter brylluppet," a film by
Susanne Bier of Denmark,
explores the necessity people
have to keep their deepest secrets from the ones they love
the most, but it also shows
how important it is to divulge
those secrets. It opens nationwide today.
The film begins in Bombay,
India with Jacob (pronounced
Ya-ko-bee) educating and
feeding poor, malnourished
children. Jacob isplayed by
Casino Royale villain Mads
Mikkelson. He looks much
nicer without the scar.
Jacob appears to be a man
with nothing but a pure heart.
He wants to stay with the orphanage forever not only to
help the children, but to stay
with a boy he treats like a
son, Pramod.
His dream to remain in
Bombay is shattered when
Jacob is required to return to
his native Denmark in order to
meet with a hotshot entrepre-

Dorm meals:
alternatives
to SUB food
By Jessi Wyse
jwyse@ups.edu
A&E Writer

One seemingly typical
Thursday evening, I was
standing in line at the SUB,
pondenng the inspirationally angsty buttons on the
purse of the girl standing in
front of me as I waited to
pay for my teriyaki salmon
and Diet Snapple Peach Iced
Tea. I absent-mindedly slid
my card to the lady behind
the counter, wondering to
myself if I was sufficiently
outraged to be paying attention. Suddenly, my college
student world came crashing
down.
"Hey, hun, just so you
PHOTO COURTESY: LITERARY-ARTS.ORG
know," the cute little lady
As a critic of Americana, David Sedans comes fully prepared for the rainy weather of the Pacific Northwest.
smiled to me, "You've only
got two hundred points left."
working as an elf at Macy's: nations of American culture, clutching their dear, sweaty
Two hundred points? My
"I'm wearing a green velvet nor a need to cuss in order to Sedans tickets — that he is fondness for the Full Fare
costume; it doesn't get any make humerous point like so coming to campus relatively station combined with my
worse than this," says Se- many other funnymen today. soon: April 30.
attempt to save money by
As the end of the semester choosing the "light" plan
daris, when threatened by an Sedaris's greatest strength is
in his storytelling. I would inevitably creeps up on us had caught up with me fastirate customer in his story.
Instead of offering his opi- make a distinction between students like a disastrous tsu- er than I was anticipating.
non about the commercial Sedans as a humorist rather nami to swallow us all in sea With a good three weeks left
misery, I look forward to Se- at UPS and only twenty-one
nature of America, he pas- than a comedian.
His humor is not really bla- daris's humor. His wonderful dollars in my bank account,
sive-aggressively challenges
the throngs of mothers and tant, but rather inherent to his stories, read in his numerous I quickly realized that my
children who bother Sedaris story telling. The best sen- books or his many visitations days of leisure at the SUB
with humiliating tasks — like tences in his writing are those on "This American Life" on were over. Goodbye, Cellar
passing remarks, seemingly NPR, should prove a wel- and Pac Rim. Hello, Top Rathe rest of us would.
That is probably the best unrevised and simply drawn come relief. I am ready for men and Hot Pockets.
aspect of Sedans. He shares out of dissatisfaction with the him to tell me about the life
Armed with my microthat we students are some- wave and plug-in hot pot,
experiences from his appar- moment.
I am writing this Sedaris what immune to — life on the I embarked on a journey of
ently infinite past, which are
utterly normal. He has no introduction for those igno- average, American front.
residence hall cuisine. A
need to make cliché exami- rant few — those people not • Jordan Barber is an alcoholic. quick stop at Safeway and
fifteen dollars was enough
for me to stock up on plenty
of dormitory-friendly fare.
After lining the walls of
but it is discovered that Jacob my closet with my boxes of
may not have always been so non-perishables and writing
death threats in Sharpie all
pure in heart, either.
The mystery of this film, over my easy-to-reheat dinor rather the way it is accom- ners that were to be stored in
plished, is what makes this the communal hall freezer, I
film beautiful. Bier is a mas- prepared to enjoy the first of
ter at subtly suggesting ideas my home-cooked meals.
For dinner that night,
so that the audience thinks
they know what is going on. chose the age-old standby,
Faintly ominous music ac- Top Ramen. There is a reacompanies Jorgen, and it is son that college students and
difficult to tell what his mo- poor folk alike revere this
tives are for keeping Jacob in stuff: it is insanely easy to
make, and it runs at about ten
Copenhagen.
Bier does not go overboard cents a package. You could
in creating a mysterious at- eat nothing but Top Ramen
mosphere in order to keep the every meal for a week and
story about realistic relation- only spend just over two dolships. The audience is able to lars.
In addition, with a medley
pick up some hints, but they
are meant to think that Jorgen of different flavors and the
is a boozing, selfish business- potential to eat it as either a
man. Only later is his true soup or just noodles, it has
plenty of room for variety.
PHOTO COURTESY: OUTNOW.CH heart revealed.
I whipped up my batch of
Throughout
the
film
Bier
You may remember Mads Mikkelsen as Le Chiffre from Casino Royale.
focuses on eyes. She begins chicken flavored Ramen in
Jacob refuses to be intimi- and ends scenes with zoom- less than ten minutes in my
neur willing to donate money
to the orphanage. Jacob con- dated. He simply wants to ing in or panning away from hot pot, and was able to ensiders staying behind with meet with Jorgen, get his the actors irises. This seems joy it whole-heartedly in my
Pramod, but the orphanage money and return to the or- to be clue to the viewer. It dorm room with only a quick
will soon be closed if he does phans in Bombay. Jorgen serves as a message to keep rinse of the hot pot to clean
instead draws the meeting your eyes open, or, perhaps, up.
not get the money.
For lunch the next day, I
At the beginning of the out to a weekend and invites not to trust your eyes at all.
opted
for Kraft Macaroni
The
characters
react
from
film, it seems as if the plot Jacob to his daughter, Anna's
will stay in Bombay and fo- (Stine Fischer Christensen), what they see each other do, and Cheese with Spongecus on Jacob's work there. wedding. At first the viewer is but they are unaware of each Bob Squarepants shapes.
The shapes, though about
The real story begins, how- unsure of Jorgen's intentions. other's true motives.
twenty cents more expenBier
also
focuses
a
lot
of
He
plays
head
games
with
ever, in Copenhagen when
Jacob meets Jorgen, played Jacob, tells him one thing and camera time on the eyes of sive, are a necessary part to a
by Rolf Lassgard. Jorgen is a then does another. He tells the taxidermic animals kept good Mac and Cheese meal.
large, intimidating man with Jacob that he will donate the in Jorgen's office. Imagine Contrary to what your mothan even larger voice. He se- money but then creates more gloomy music playing, the er may have told you when
riously sounds like he eats provisions. Jorgen at first apSEE WEDDING PAGE 12
SEE DORM FOOD PAGE 12
pears to be a shady character,
gravel for breakfast.

"After the Wedding" delves into secrets
By Caitlin Boersma
cboersma@ups.edu
A&E Writer
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Choosing Mix CD Contest winners

•

Disclaimer: This column contains sexually explicit material
that some readers may find offensive. The Trail endorses and
condones participation in such acts.

Lights out with Liz

A Comprehensive Guide to Condoms
By Liz Lumiere
lightsoutwithliz@gmail.com

Sex Columnist

•
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The A&E staff of The Trail is dedicated to judging mix CDs and keeping the identity of Lights Out Liz a secret.

By Kevin Nguyen

knguyen@ups.edu
A&E Editor
This year's Trail Mix CD
Contest was a spectacular
success worthy of all superlatives one might use to describe the sex appeal of Jessica Alba. Our preparation for
the contest was a three-step
process.
We cut a hole in a box.
We told you to put your
best mix CDs in that box.
We opened the box.
The entries were then
judged by The Trail's A&E
staff, all individually trained
to understand the art of the
mix CD. The panel included
myself, ,Tessa :"Crazy Eyes"
Wyse, Jeff "Prdentious" Merrion, Zack "Skinny Jeans"
Brand-Cousy, David "Violent
Alcoholic" Lev, Travis "The

Scarlet Scorpion" McNamara, Jordan "Jordan" Barber,
Caitlin "I'm A Cuckoo" Boersma, Aaron "In Your Face
Motherf**ker" Lynch, Nick
"Daring Fireball" Martens
and world-renowned "sexpert," Lights Out Liz. (Note:
Lights Out Liz is not internationally recognized, nor is
"sexpert" a real word.)
Defining. the qualities that
make a mix CD worthy of a
$30 gift certificate to Borders
is tough to describe. In fact,
the features of a great mix often seem contradictory. Individual tracks must stand out
while remaining cohesive to
the CD's sound.
Song . selection should be
eccentric without abruptly
changing mood or sacrificing flow. In fact, creating mix CDs is one of the
highest forms of art, ranked
somewhere below sculpture

and well above all forms of
theater.
With nearly two-dozen
strong entries this year, the
A&E staff had a tough time
debating and fighting over the
winner. In the end, after much
deliberation and screaming,
the victor was sophomore
Katie Lind. Her mix, tastefully titled "Fun With The
Clap," seamlessly merges
a range of genres. Opening
with an oldie by the Sugarhill
Gang and closing with Outkast's new pop classic "Hey
Ya," "Clap' is pure summer
fun from beginning to end.
For her stunning efforts, Lind
wins a $30 gift certificate to
Borders Books & Music.
Runner-ups were freshman
Kayla Morrison and junior
Max Burke-Scoll. Morrison's mix, entitled "Diagram
SEE

MIX CD
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"Aqua Teen" movie is hit or miss
AE's finest freshman hipsters discuss the film's nuances
By Zack Brand-Cousy and
Jeff Merrion

zbrandcousy@ups.edu
jrnerrion@ups.edu
A&E Writers
Zack Brand-Cousy: "Aqua
Teen Hunger Force Colon
Movie Film For Theaters" is
the greatest film that has ever
been made.
Jeff Merrion: Are you
high? I think I lost twelve
I.Q. points over the course of
that movie. My soul hurts.
ZC: Clearly, you do not understand the extremely subtle
satire that fills this movie.
Throughout, it attacks middle class values and defies
archaic, chronological narrative forms.
JM: I do not know what
you are talking about. I just
watched 80 minutes of robots
humping exercise machines.
The plot was absurd; the idea
was that alien sponges invented an exercise machine
that absorbs the life of the
person using it for exercise,
and that a group of superheroes, consisting of a meatball,
a shake and a fry box have to
do battle against the exercise
machines.
ZC: You have to recognize
the absurdity of the film.
It is clearly too highbrow
for you.
The aliens are analogous to
humanity, wreaking havoc on
the world through our vain

PHOTO COOK I ESY: ADM I Af1M.LUM

"Aqua Teen" is sure to be an epic film, as long as you are blazed.
obsession with self-appearance.
JM: What about the four
separate scenes involving
prolonged depictions of vomiting? Who would watch this?
Doyou think anyone who
would watch this would have
appreciation for its highbrowness?
ZC: Well, in addition to
being a movie, it has reigned
over cable television as a hilarious cartoon series for several years now. My only beef
with it is that the show works
better in 15-minute episodes
than stretched out over a
whole 80 minutes.
JM: Yeah, the pacing
sucked.
ZC: Well, 90% of the intended audience is stoned, so
they will not be able to keep

track of the plot anyway. So
you see, it does not matter
that theplot is so disjointed.
JM: So you are saying it is
a genre piece?
ZC: Exactly. This is pushing the boundaries of stoner
comedies and bringing them
to where they have never
been before.
That is, in the realm of talkin meatballs.
JM: You would know, you
good-for-nothing roustabout
stoner, you.
ZC: I am a productive
member of this society. I pay
my taxes every year. That is
more than you can say. I saw
your tax return, you Irish are
all alike.
Jeff Merrion and Zack BrandCousy are spending time in the
Washington State Penitentiary.

No balloon, no party. If
you have a penis and you
are sexually active, you
should own condoms. Not
just any condoms, but condoms that fit and function
properly. Few things halt a
sexual encounter faster than
a broken condom or a guy
who cannot climax while
wearing one.
If you are a sexually active female, you should
keep a store of condoms as
well. If you have a steady
partner, perhaps you know
his favorite type and can
stock up. If not, buy a general latex condom like Durex's Ultra Sensitive or a
variety box like LifeStyles
Condom Sampler pack,
available at Condom.com .
Because every penis and
every sexual encounter is
different, it is impossible to
measure the true effectiveness or comfort of a condom. However, many magazines and websites feature
helpful reviews and guides
to popular condoms.
o magazine, a men's
buyer s guide, ranked condoms according to type.
For general purpose, the
Durex Natural Feeling was
voted "best." Consumer
Reports also rated Durex's
Ultra Sensitive and LifeStyle's Dual Pleasure as
"excellent."
Cargo's ultra thin winner
is the Kimono Mirco Thin,
but the Crown Skinless
condom is highly rated by
Men's Health and Glamour
magazine. Consumer Reports also notes the Class
Act Ultra Thin & Sensitive
to be thinner than most.
For a larger condom, Cargo picks Trojan Magnum
XLs. LifeStyles Snugger
Fit is hailed by Cargo and
Condomania.com as the
best choice for a smaller
condom.
The Durex Avanti is consistently rated the best polyurethane condom on the
market, but Men's Health
magazine and GQ magazine
recommend the Trojan Supra on account of the Avanti
being "crinkly."
Skip the spermicide.
There is no reason to buy
condoms with spermicide
over any other kind. They
do not prevent pregnancy
any more than normal condoms and they have a shorter
shelf-life. The spermicide,
Nonoxynol-9, can irritate
the vagina and urinary tract
in women and even increase
the risk of contracting HIV.
Aside from these general condom characteristics, condoms can come
equipped with lube, flavor,
color,-bumps, ridges, twists,
numbing gel (to desensitize and delay climax for
the guy), warming gel and
gel that will tingle. Many
condoms are engineered
to have more room for the

head. For this purpose, Inspiral Condoms are highly
recommended.
Condoms are a must. So
what to do if your partner
does not want to wear one?
If your man insists that condoms "don't feel like the
real thing," tell him being
safe feels best and suggest
finding a thin, natural feeling condom. For the guy
who argues that condoms
never fit right or slip off,
ask him how many types of
condoms he has tried and
suggest trying a few more.
PlannedParenthood.org also
has sample dialogue to help
encourage condom use.
There are some basic do's
and don'ts when it comes to
storing and using condoms.
Store them in a cool, dark
place. Sunlight, heat and
humidity can wear down latex. Latex naturally breaks
down over time, so check
the expiration date, usually
printed on each condom's
wrapper.
Be careful not to rip or
nick the condom with nails,
teeth, or jewelry. When
putting on a condom, hold
the tip of the condom between thumb and forefinger, leaving airless space
for ejaculate so it does not
leak down the side of the
condom.
Then roll the condom
down the length of the penis and squeeze out any air.
After climax, pull out while
still hard, holding the base
of the condom so it does
not slip off. For the love of
Yahweh, never reuse a condom.
Use lube to make sure
condoms have a chance to
perform as intended.Use
only water-based lubricants
with latex condoms, as anything oil based (lotion, massage oil, petroleum jelly)
will render a condom useless.
Polyurethane condoms
are safe for use with oil
based products. PlannedParenthood.org has a comprehensive list of substances that are and are not safe
to use with latex condoms
(whipped cream, for example, is not safe with latex).
If you have not found the
perfect condom yet, several
websites offer "samplers"
of a variety of condoms.
Condomania.com offers a
Pleasure Condom Sampler
that includes 12 different
condoms designed to enhance pleasure. They also
offer an assorted sampler
that features thin, studded,
ribbed, flavored, and colored condoms for your enjoyment.
Condomdepot.com carries a similar product with
their selection of awardwinning condoms for 2007.
There are ten types and
three of each, plus sample
packets of lube and it sells
for $24.95.
When the lights go out,
the condom goes on.
Liz was nicknamed "Kitten
Killer" in high school.
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Blogging about Tacoma
By David Lev

dlev@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Our fair city of Tacoma has
accumulated somewhat of a
reputation as being a scary,
drug-infested burg where 80
percent of "COPS" is filmed.
It is not a city with a particularly sparkling reputation.
But there is a lighter side to
Tacoma. There are people
who live here, I have discovered, who care enough about
some of the town's better
features to talk about it online. And so, I have decided
to read the entries on various
blogs and Livejournals about
Tacoma to see if I can find interesting places for UPS students to check out. I will do
one discovery per day, for an
entire week.
Monday, April 09
I start with the Tacoma
Community LiveJournal
("Not Just For Crackheads anymore!"), which has a handy
list of tags for various subjects. I click on "bookstores"
(what can I say, I like books),
and learn about King's Books
and the Tacoma Book Center,
both of which get positive reviews for being large, cheap
and possessing a fairly interesting inventory. King s is between 6th and Division on St.
Helen's Avenue, and the TBC
is at East 26th and D St.

restaurant with "reasonable
dinner prices." The poster,
Jenyum, describes the food
like so:
"I couldn't get away from
the Drunken Noodles (Pad
Kee Mow), which came with
plenty of gorgeous fresh vegetables. When I said 'spicy,'
they delivered, which went
perfectly with the Thai Iced
Tea that was so creamy it was
practically a milk shake."
Compared to SUB food,
that has to be an improvement.
Wednesday, April 11
Today I read about a local
act of crime on Spew, the
blog for the Tacoma paper the
"Weekly Volcano." A couple
weeks ago, someone stole
the framed photo of Marilyn
Monroe in the bathroom of
the Tempest Lounge, a Tacoma bar.
The patrons are upset, and
one has even offered a reward
of $50 for the recovery of the
photo. So, if you see a framed
photo of Marilyn Monroe,
take it down to the Tempest
Lounge and you might get
lucky.

Thursday, April 12
Today I went back to the
Tacoma Community LiveJournal, and clicked on the
"bakeries" tab. I am whisked
to an entry about Celebrity
Cake Studio, the "best cake
in town" according to the
post. There is a link to their
Tuesday, April 10
site celebritybakery.com , and
Moving on to "Tacoma all of the pies look yummy.
Mama," a food blog, I learn Even though I just got back
about the Indochine Café from dinner, I am suddenly
in University Place, a Thai hungry again.

WEDDING
camera does a quick sweep
around the room to note the
numerous stuffed game, and
then zooms in on the vacant,
dull eye of a dead deer. I was
going to try to derive a meaning from that as well, but it
was just plain creepy.
While it seems selfish and
cold for the characters to
keep life-changing information to themselves, the director works hard to tell you to
keep your eyes open and look

Friday, April 13
For this day, I meandered
over to kevinfreitas.net , the
blog of a local photographer
type. In the most recent post
that I saw, he announced that
famed Theater District watering hole Paddy Coyne's will
be offering breakfast service
on the weekends. I suppose it
is a decent alternative to SUB
waffles, if you want to get off
campus.
Saturday, April 14
This tidbit that I found on a
news blog is a little different,
but I felt I might as well mention it in case you had not
heard of it. Someone placed
an ad on Craigslist that an
empty rental in Tacoma was
abandoned, and people were
welcome to take anything
they wanted. It ended up an
empty shell.
The perpetrator was possibly owner Laurie Raye's own
sister, who had been recently evicted from the house.
I guess there is something
to the belief that Tacoma is
crime-ridden.

DORM FOOD-

Friday April 20th Wednesday April 25th
Music & Lyrics
Nightly @ 7:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday
Matinee 4:30 pm
Rated PG-13

you were little, childlike fascination is not what makes
shaped noodles preferable to
the boring elbow ones. The
noodles themselves actually
stay firmer and taste better.
The Mac and Cheese cooked
nicely in my hot pot, even
with just milk instead of the
traditional milk and butter.
Naturally, the stickiness of
the cheese sauce as opposed
to the sloshiness of Top Ramen broth made the Mac and
Cheese a bit more of a clean
up, but it was definitely worth
it. When dinner time rolled
around, I was eager to try one
of my pepperoni pizza Hot
Pockets. However, I soon
realized with shock and dismay that death threats written
in Sharpie are not enough to
deter your friendly neighbors
from stealing your food.
Not only were two of the
Hot Pockets missing, but half
of the milk I had put in the
fridge had also gone AWOL.
For those of you hoping to
stock up on frozen meals of
your own, I would suggest
either eating them soon after

Sunday, April 15
To end on a lighter note, I
went back to kevinfreitas.net
to read about the Jr. Daffodil
Parade.
Lots of cute pies of little kids, if you ever want to
lighten up a bit.
So, that was my week in
Tacoma. Hope this information will encourage you to
check out the world off campus.
David Lev is too scared to go
off campus.

2611 N. Proctor
Tacoma, WA 98407
253.752.9500
www.bluemousetheatre.com

Thursday April 26th
NO Movie for UPS
Event
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Fri: 2:00, 4:15. 6:30, 9:00
Sat/Sun: 11:40, 2:00, 4:15, 6:30, 9:00
Thurs: 6:40, 8:50
Mon-Wed: 4:15, 6:30, 9:00
(PG 13)
-

Fri: 2:15. 5:00. 7:30
Sat/Sun: 11:45, 2:15. 5:00, 1:30
Mon-Wed: 5:00,1:30 Thurs: 2:00. 4:20

THE HOST (R) Fri-Thurs: 9:00 pm only
AVENUE MONTAIGNE (PG 13)
-

Fri: 2:30, 4:45, 7:00
Sat/Sun: 12:00. 2:30, 4:45, 7:00
Mon-Wed: 4:45,1:00 Thurs: 2:30,4:45,7:10

The Child (Uldant)

,._R,I Part of the Toumees Festival
IN
Thursday ONLY at 2:15, 4:30, 7:00, 9:00
WWW.GRANDCINEMA.COM

buying to limit their time in
the communal freezer, or investing in razor wire. At any
rate, after my brief moment
of murderous rage, the Hot
Pocket was still satisfying.
They are a little meatier than
Mac and Cheese or Top Ramen, and their lack of utensil
necessity is definitely always
a plus.
I would not suggest microwaving them without a paper
plate or paper towel, as the
grease has a tendency to drip
everywhere. Out of points?
Grin and bear it. My experience as a self-made dorm
room chef has added a spark
of adventure to my last few
weeks here at UPS.
Despite a little extra effort
and a lessened faith in the
integrity of my fellow fridgeusers, I have enjoyed developing my appreciation for
non-perishables and frozen
foods.
So plug in your hot pot, fire
up your microwave, and let
the reheating begin!
Jessi Wyse will become a news
anchor one day.
CONT. FROM PAGE 11

of Entire Operation of Waltz,"
featured eleven stellar indie
pop tracks in 3/4 time, while
Burke-Scoll's "Look Out,
You're Growing Up!" was an
impeccable compilation of
alternative music, punctuated
by hints of classic rock.
Both runner-ups
receive a $10 gift
606 S Fawcett Ave
card to the iTunes
THE
Tacoma, WA
Store.
(2531593-4474
The Trail would
CINEMA
56.00 with student ID!
like to thank all
of those who submitted entries to
THE HOAX (R)

THE NAMESAKE

Caitlin Boersma is scared of
taxidermy.

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/DANIEL ADLER

Mix CD

Puget Sound Outdoors, Outhaus and the Green House sponsored
Tungsten Chef, an Iron Chef-style cooking competition last Sunday,
April 15. The winning dish was prepared by Team Sportscenter, a
four-person team consisting of junior Hart Edmonson and seniors
Rose Delles, Victoria Pane and Travis Titus.

for another reason. This film
is full of real-life drama and a
number of scenes portray human emotion to such an extent that it is uncomfortable
to watch.
While "After the Wedding," opens in major cities like Seattle today, it is
not coming to Tacoma right
away. It debuts at the Grand
on May 4.

Jessi endorses Top Ramen, and at 10 cents a bag, who would disagree?

Yak balls take home prize at Tungsten Chef

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/JEN SCHMIDT

CONT. FROM PAGE 10

the Mix CD Contest, as well
as all of those who thought
about submitting but got lazy
and watched "Entourage" instead.
We would also like to recognize the Info Center in the
SUB for housing our shoddy
submissions box.
If you missed this year's
contest or your entry was not
selected, fear not. The Mix
CD contest will return in the
fall.
Kevin Nguyen is looking for
Deerhoof

Fun with the Clap
I. SUGARHILL GANG — 8TH WONDER
BEN FOLDS — ANNIE WAITS
Rose ROYCE — CARWASH
BETTY WRIGHT — SHOORAH! SHOORAH!
THE CARS — MY BEST FRIEND'S GIRL
6 BFI I.F & SEBASTIAN — THERE'S Too MUCH LOVE
7 .STEREoToTAL — DILINDAM
BROKEN SOCIAL SCENE — WINDSURFING NATION
THE METERS — HANDCLAPPING SONG
10.JAMES BROWN — GET UP OFFA THAT THING
11.THE FORMAT — THE FIRST SINGLE
12.THE SUIPREMES — WHERE DID OUR LOVE Go?
13.SpooN — THE WAY We GET BY
14.THE MARVELETTES — PLEASE MR. POSTMAN
15.PACO DE LUCIA — LA NINA DE PUERTA OSCURA
16.SUGARH111, GANG — RAPPER'S DELIGHT
17.JACKSON 5 — I WANT You BACK
18.JOE JACKSON — (Do THE) INSTANT MASH
19.CAT STEVENS — PEACE TRAIN
20.013-MAST — HEY YA!
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Surviving while 'living' on campus: a guide
By The Proteus 3000
Future Res Life Staff

It's the end of the year,
which means many students
are close to being done with
dorm life forever. They have
said goodbye to the world
of funny smells, filthy public bathrooms (in the case of
Todd Phibbs Hall, this probably counts as a Federal Superfund site), and getting stuck
in the hall in their underwear.
However with Spring Visit
weekend only a week ago,
a new flock of lambs await
the slaughter (aka freshmen
year.) Given this situation,
The Trail, and its numerous
contributors have decided to
offer some sage advice on
dorm life. With this guide
even the sophomores with
a total lack of luck (or, you
know, friends) can survive
the year, while they lounge
around University hall.
First off, it must be said
that living in a dorm is not
truly living, at least not in
the sense that most residents
of the first world would understand. Your dorm room is
merely a place to collapse between classes, and occasionally lie in sin with a member of the opposite sex/same
sex/goat. Any ideas you may

PHOTO COURTESY OF UPS.EDU

Looks beautiful, doesn't it? Inside this brick exterior lies a primordial evil, which sucks the life out of you. It's called dorm living.

have about doing homework,
or relaxing are simply out of
the question, and you should
be branded a fool for having
them.
This is a result of the ingenious housing system. If you
are the sort of person who
might want to sit in peace for
a while, or do homework (i.e.
a huge nerd with a pocket
protector and rape prevention glasses) the Res Life will

insure that you have been
placed with a beer swilling
hooligan. This person, who
you will soon realize is the
physical incarnation of Lucifer Prince of Darkness, will
always have something better
to do than be quiet. It may be
dealing meth out of his/her
desk, getting noisily and disgustingly laid (the soundtrack
of your life will be the sound
of a boot being pulled out of

mud) , or something tamer
like vomiting on all of your
worldly possessions, rest assured that your dorm room
will never be "your home."
You will need to cook in
your dorm, this is simply a
fact. If you eat nothing but
SUB food for more than 6
months you are quite likely
to die, eating at the grill being the rough equivalent of
drinking draino and smoking
6 packs a day. As a result you
will need the following items:
mini-fridge, George Foreman
Grill (or its nearest WWE
equivalent), microwave and
black-lights (for growing
your "vegetables.") With
these essential items you can
prepare the college equivalent of cigarettes and prison
wine: easy-mac and grilled
cheese sandwiches. These
food items may be lacking in
certain critical nutrients, but a
case of Scurvy or Rickets is
always preferable to whatever the elderly and disintegrating DCS worker is hacking
and coughing from the nether
regions of his pulmonary system into your food.
One of the main functions
of a dorm room is as a 12x12
foot liquor cabinet. You will
need a place to get drunk, unless you are planning to be
date-raped, it is always wise

Frozen yogurt addicts scream out of love
By Queen Frostine
Trail Fro-Yo Enthusiast
After its abrupt disappearance and year-long absence,
the fro-yo machine has, at
long last, been found. It
has been residing these past
months in the home of our
beloved university president,
Ronald Thomas.
"Ron Thom's was the only
place I felt safe," the fro-yo
machine said.
When asked to elaborate
on this statement, the fro-yo
machine became visibly distressed.
"'they told everyone that I
was broken and had been sent
to the repair shop. Didn't anyone think it was odd when I
didn't come back? The sandwich toaster goes to the repair
shop all the time but it always
comes back. Repair shop, my
chocolate lever."
According to the Combat
Zone's sources, the reason
for the popular dessert dispenser's initial departure
was, indeed, a mechanical issue. However, shortly after
arriving at the repair shop,
it was abducted by thugs believed to have ties to the current ASUPS administration
and subjected to all sorts of
experimental tortures ranging
from sensory depravation, to
electric shock, to hours upon
hours of vicious, relentless
tickling.
The fro-yo machine escaped
from its tormentors about a
month ago, assisted, it claims,
by certain ASUPS senators.
(These individuals declined
to comment and wished to re-

main anonymous.) It sought
refuge with President Thomas, who healed its wounds
with his tears. The fro-yo
machine says it has no plans
at this point to return to work
in the SUB anytime soon, but
has agreed to answer some
letters from concerned members of the UPS community.
Dear Fro-Yo Machine,
How do you feel about
your replacement, the fake
fro-yo machine? Every time
I dislocate my shoulder trying to force one of those little
tubes of ice cream through it,
I feel a twinge of longing for
the smooth handling of your
handles.
--Maddy B. (sophomore)
Dear Maddy,
Thank you for your sentiments. I miss your smooth
handling of my handles.
However, I must ask that you
refrain from calling my replacement "fake." I feel a
deep kinship with all frozen
dairy machines and would
prefer to hear you call him by
his given name, Richard.

syphilis, is there any way that
his girlfriend would be able
to tell if he didn't tell her?
--Brian (senior)
PS: I really miss you. My
friend, the one with the syphilis, says he misses you, too.

into Swiss cheese. Even if
she never finds out about the
syph, she might break up with
him anyway, because he's become a scary, crazy man.

If you have questions for
the Fro-yo machine, feel free
to send them in. The Combat
Dear Brian,
Well, that all depends on Zone makes no promises that
what stage of the disease the machine will respond, but
your friend is hypothetically it's worth a try, right?
experiencing. If it's early,
his girlfriend might notice a
sore down there, but he could
probably convince her that
it's a mosquito bite, or that
he cut himself shaving. However, if he's had the disease
for several years, she might
notice a behavioral change
as his brain begins to turn

Queen Frostine's is a girlfriend. You could be hot like
her. One day.

[New Fro-yo machines'
note: You will never see that
bastard again. He's gone. I'm
the future. Look at me, sitting next to the fruit so seductively. Use me, abuse me.
Put mashed potatoes through
me.]

to get loaded on what you
have, rather than whatever
Greek Row is serving.
Lastly, the all important
subject of hygiene. Your
dorm room won't be clean,
ever. The floors will be sticky
when you get there, and nothing short of massive quantities of gamma radiation is going to change that. But don't
despair. You may not actually
be able to have a clean room,
but you can cover the stench.
If you are a preppy girl,
eye watering, brain-damaging quantities of Febreeze
and perfume are in order. If
you are a hippie, you probably don't care that much.
However, large quantities of
vanilla incense may cover
the pot odor. If you are a testosterone soaked gorilla, try
grilling meat (no, seriously
this works), (also, you can
catch pot heads.
A dorm is as dangerous as
any desert or mountain peak.
It is fraught with both environmental and social hazards.
However, equipped with the
Combat Zone's tips you stand
a fair shot of surviving. So be
strong, and remember to buy
a George Foreman grill.
Look out Ladies and Gents,
The Proteus 3000 is swinging
and single. And off campus. He
also hates you.

Headlines in brief
Luau mistakenly
buries member
with dead pigs
SEE

20:1

ODDS

Mix CD contest
filled with indie
crap, litttle taste
SEE PAGE

12

Professors plot to
kill students with
overloaded work
SEE REALITY

Hey, look at those
skanks!
LOOK LEFT, LOOK RIGHT.

h is there so much violence in the wo
The Lord giveth, the
Lord guns down bitches
with a rocket launcher

Dear Fro-Yo Machine,
I noticed yesterday that
you weren't at work. What
gives?
--The Slow Lady
Dear S.L.,
Oh, you. Bless your heart.
You just keep plugging away
at that station of yours.

Dear Fro-Yo Machine,
If, hypothetically speaking,
a guy had, I don't know, say,

Because God'srrOiher lets him play Grand Theft_Autcr"

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the
opinions of anyone. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu .
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Loggers down Pirates, take two of three
helped the Loggers to cruise
past their opponent in the
mjones@ups.edu
first and third games of the
Sports Writer
series at home.
In the first game of the seThe UPS Logger baseball ries, Tim Fogarty of Pacifica,
team won their fifth North- Calif. pitched six innings,
west Conference series of the allowing only two runs and
season this weekend as they striking out five batters.
took two games out of three, Whitworth jumped ahead by
from the Whitworth Pirates. two runs early in the game
The second game did not when they scored in the third
turn out in the Loggers' favor and the fourth innings.
as the Pirates looted more
But just as things were
runs. However, outstanding looking murky for the Logperformances on defense, gers as they went five innings
along with clutch hitting
without a
hit, they
were able
to bust the
game open
in the sixth
inning when
Pete Marcek
layed down
a bunt to get
to first.
Eight batters later,
the Loggers
were up 4-2
after a series
of five hits
and would
continue to
keep the bats
rolling by
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/HOLDEN SAPP
putting up
Gregorio Beck eyes a Pirate pop-out into his glove.
By Mike Jones
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"That's been the problem in
the games we've lost this year.
When we've hit, we've won,
but we strand a lot of runners
in games that we lose. In the
games
that
we've
won,
people
have
come
up with
big hits
when it
matters
most."
Puget
Sound
r Ivo v..n_n • R.L.i/
lost a
HOLDEN SAPP
heartNikki Winkley snarls. breaker
3-4 in
the second game before returning to Washington.
"We went up 3-0 in the first
and held the lead until the
sixth. They came back to win
it in the end," Lafemina said.
With eight games left to

play over the next two weekends, the Loggers are confident about their prospects.
"We should win the rest
of our games," Barone said.
"We have an amazing defense that keeps us in every
game. We have a fighting
chance against anyone because our defense is so tough.
I think we'll win out to close
the season."
Next up on the schedule
is another trip to Oregon,
where the Loggers will play
doubleheaders against Lewis
& Clark and George Fox,
currently sharing space at
the bottom of the standings.
Then it's four games in two
days against PLU the weekend after next. PLU is one
game ahead of UPS in the
conference standings.
"We should win them all.
I think we'll do really well
in the upcoming games,"
Lafemina said. "With our defense, we should win out."
Brandon Henry got jacked up.

two more in inning number
eight to seal the game.
The strong performances
of Joe Newland, Mike Olsen,
Pete Marcek and Shaun Kiriu
fueled the rally in the sixth
that put the Loggers into a
winning position.
The second game of the
series was more like a boxing match, as both teams
exchanged blows in the first
three innings. Unfortunately,
the Pirates scored two runs
in the first inning to take the
early lead once again. The
unamused Loggers responded in the following inning
when Tim Steggall stole two
bases and then scored on a
throwing error. But, much
to UPS pitcher Trevor Beck's
dismay, the Pirates scores
two more runs in the third inning taking the lead 4-1.
The Loggers' rebuttal was
another run scored off a
throwing error. Marcek, already on second base after
a single and a stolen base,
scored a second run when
Sean Bayha singled to left
center.
The ill-fated Loggers made
an audacious attempt to come
back, but came up two runs
short when they were unable
to counter punch a fifth run

By Joe Engler

jengler@ups.edu
Assistant Sports Editor

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/HOLDEN SAPP

Michael Olsen takes a cut
against a Pirate pitcher
scored by Whitworth in the
sixth inning.
Tim Steggall, who went 3-4
with a run, Bayha, 1-2 with a
well timed RBI, and Marcek
were all key players despite
the loss.
The Loggers will be on the
road this week when they
travel to Calif. to compete in
the Chapman Invitational.
Mike Jones has met the tequila
man, and he is crazy. Nice guy,
but crazy.

The UPS men's and women's track and field teams
traveled to Tomlinson Stadium in Ellensburg, WA on
April 14 for the 2007 Spike
Arlt Invitational.
While the Loggers had
some notable individual performances, the overall team
scores were only middle
of the pack. The men's and
women's teams of Central
Washington University both
took first overall for a meet
sweep.
Highlights from the UPS
women's team came from
junior Kelly Higa and sophomore Karen Chase. Higa
placed fourth in the 400
meter hurdles while Chase
threw her way into third
place in the shot put. Overall,
the women finished eighth in
the meet.
The Logger men also had
impressive performances.
Junior Pete Van Sant and
sophomore Isaac Blum finished second and third, reSEE TRACK PAGE 15

UPS victorious in final regular season matches
Tennis hopes to keep momentum for conference finals
By Jess Columbo

jcolumbo@ups.edu
Sports Writer
It was a successful final
league-play weekend for both
the men's and women's tennis teams, who played away
in Oregon this past weekend.
UPS handily defeated their
opponents, Lewis and Clark
and Willamette University on
April 13 and 14.
The men's team beat Lewis
and Clark 7-2, ending the Pioneers' attempt to squeak into
a final sixth place slot for the
post-season tournament. The
UPS women smashed their
opponent by a score of 8-1,
with solid play from both singles and doubles teams.
It was the Willamette
matches, however, that
proved to be most challenging for the Loggers. First, the
UPS women, who struggled

only slightly in two singles
matches and one doubles
match, defeated the Bearcats
by a score of 6-3.
This ties the Loggers with
Whitman College for second
place in the upcoming NWC
tournament.
The Bearcat men put up
more of a fight, defeating two
out of the three UPS doubles
matches and two more singles
matches. The Loggers were
pressured to win the remaining four matches in order to
edge past Willamette.
In the final match, sophomore Jamie Hosmer fought
back in a nail biting third-set
tiebreaker to win.
"It was so intense and each
team was trying to encourage their teammate after each
point," junior Nick Amland
said. "Our coach said that it
was the best match that he
had ever seen his entire career at UPS."

OTB
designed for humor. Further,
I am going to save my editor,
Will Holden, the trouble and
headache of trying to figure
out what parts of my article
The Trail can and cannot safely publish. If you thought my
rants on, for example, sports
bras and shirtless fans and the
new definition of "the bases"
was hilarious and/or controversial, just try to imagine
what an uncut article submission to Will looked like at the
beginning of the week.
For example, early on this
semester, I wanted to do an
interview with a member of
the UPS men's tennis team.
I was looking at the Logger's

Arlt Invitational
readies Loggers
for Conference

The Loggers came out on
top by a score of 5-4, sending them into the post season
tournament with a morale
boost as well as a 9-8 record
overall.
"We have to take this momentum into next week's
conference when we have to
face Willamete again in the
first round," Amland said.
The women will seed better,
but will also have to bring
their best game. Tied with
Whitman College but holding rank with the tie-breaker,
the UPS women will receive
a first-round bye this up-coming weekend.
Both teams will travel to
Yakima April 20-21 for the
conference finals, hoping to
repeat their past weekend's
successful performances.
Jess Columbo got some digits
from this article, she is a true
professional.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

athletics homepage and had
seen that after one particular
meet, they had lost every individual match they had played
to PLU. The first question
that came to mind was: "After losing every single match,
how do you drink that one
off?" Flash back to the scene
in Borat with the feministsI think my interview likely
would have ended similar.
What else have I wanted
to ask? Remember when I
asked a certain volleyball
player who had the better legs
— soccer or volleyball players?
Well, I actually wanted to
continue that debate to cross
country, fastpitch, women's

lacrosse, swimming, golf,
tennis, crew, ultimate frisbee,
the rock climbers, cheerleaders, that cute freshman girl
sunbathing on Todd Field
last weekend and Grizz. One
coach from a women's team
apparently did not appreciate the fact that I was a guy
and attracted to women with
nice legs and banned me from
talking to the members of his
team.
But do you think that
was going to stop me? In
the words of Nappy Roots,
"Awnaw, hell naw." I'm going out with a bang, one final
controversy before I likely receive a lawsuit.

Ladies and gentleman, with
my final Off the Bench column, I present to you the first
annual University of Puget
Sound Women Sports AllLegs Team.
Here is how it will work: all
this weekend, e-mail me your
top twelve Lady Loggers
with sexy legs. I'll tally and
announce the team next week
with the best of column. Why
twelve? Well, last I checked,
there are twelve months in the
year and we will need twelve
girls for the upcoming photo
shoot for the '07-'08 UPS
school year calendar. The
only rules are that anyone associated with Logger athlet-

16

ics is eligible (this includes
cheerleaders) and they must
be a student (Duh!).
MJ went out nailing the
jumper we all dream of as
little kids in our driveways.
"The Express" threw 98
MPH with a torn ligament.
I'm leaving the way I came in
— with controversy and probably a bunch of uptight liberals pissed off at me.
As Jigga said, "If you can't
respect that your whole perspective is whack, maybe
you'll love me when I fade to
black."
Tony Schwartz has officially
changed his name to Creepy
McCreeperson.

SPORTS
is
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Women's lacrosse drops three in Ohio
By Mackenzie Morton
nunortongups.edu

Sports Writer
This past weekend, the
UPS women's lacrosse team
traveled to Ohio to play in
three challenging matches
against Kenyon, Oberlin and
Wooster.
The Loggers fell in their
first match against Kenyon
19-10. Kenyon scored nine
unanswered goals to take
control of the game early on.
"Our weakness in the
match against Kenyon was
confidence. We definitely
could have won had we come
out stronger, but we let them
start out with the advantage,"
freshman Sarah Meister said.
UPS went on a 4-1 run to
cut the deficit to 10-4 after one
period. Despite out-shooting
Kenyon 17-16 in the first period, UPS could only muster
six goals to Kenyon's nine.
Even with the quick start
against Oberlin, UPS continued their road struggle, losing
21-16. It took the Lady Loggers 23 seconds to find the
back of the net as sophomore
Jessica Knight scored the
early goal. After surrendering
three goals late in the first period they went into the break
trailing 8-7.
The Loggers came out quick
again in the second half, with
freshman Elizabeth Butt scoring after only thirty seconds
into the game. After Butt's
goal tied the score, Oberlin
managed to secure their lead.

"It was disappointing that
Freshmen Karen Hansen
and Knight led the Loggers we didn't come up with wins
by each scoring
six goals.
of"Our
fense was really
strong. Everyone
on offense can
shoot well. A lot
of teams rely on
having just one
or two players
that can shoot but
we have a much
larger group,"
Meister said.
The UPS womlacrosse
en's
fought
team
hard in freezing
cold conditions
against Wooster
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/HOLDEN SAPP
but came up
short again in The lacrosse team will play a big game against
their last game of Linfield in their last weekend of the season.
the weekend.
"It was really
cold. There was snow on the this weekend, but our team
ground and our girls played has been working really hard
without gloves and warm and we've pulled together.
pants. Wooster has been play- We are only going to get beting in it all season; we weren't ter." Weis said.
The Loggers will be playreally used to that kind of
ing against their archrivals
weather," Meister said.
Wooster used a first minute Linfield in a home game next
goal to obtain a lead they re- Saturday and will wrap up
fused to give up for the rest their 2007 season by hosting
of the game. Despite fresh- Pacific on Sunday.
"We predict that we'll play
man Erienne Pederson's 11
saves in goal, Wooster over- really well this weekend. Linwhelmed the UPS defense field is our biggest opponent
scoring a total of 20 goals in and so we need a lot of people
to come out and support us,"
the game.
Julie Weis and Karen Meister said.
Hansen each scored four
Mackenzie Morton loves
goals for the Loggers in the
track.
match.

TRACK
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spectively, in the 100 meter
dash. In the 200 meter dash,
Blum took seventh place,
edging out Van Sant who took
eighth.
The 4x100 meter relay team
took second place, being narrowly beaten by Central
Washington.
UPS performed well in
the jumps, with senior Brian Kramer leading the way.
Kramer placed second in
both the high jump and the
triple jump. Bailey Cameron
of Central Washington out
jumped Kramer to take first
in the high jump, but Kramer
got his revenge when he lept
farther than the third place
Cameron in the triple jump.
Van Sant also found some
success in the bounding cat-

egory. He placed second in
the long jump.
Up next for the Loggers is
the Northwest Conference
Track and Field Championships being hosted by the
University of Puget Sound.
The event will take place on
April 20 and 21.
Keep an eye out for Van
Sant and Blum in the 100 and
200 meter dashes as well as
junior Trevor Hanlin and senior Dan Pollard in the 5000
meter run. The 10000 meter
run will feature freshman
Francis Reynolds and Pollard
and the jumps will showcase
Kramer and Van Sant.
Watch for sophomore A.J.
Middleton to bring the heat in
the shct put, while fellow sophomore Greg Bailey lights
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up the discus and hammer
throws.
The battle between UPS and
Linfield for the 4x100 meter
relay is also a must-see.
On the women's side, look
for freshman Caitlin McGrane
to make some noise in the 400
meter dash and 100 meter hurdles. Junior Brittany Hodgson
could turn some heads in the
1500 and 5000 meter runs, as
well as the 3000 meter steeple
chase. Higa will look to place
in the 400 meter hurdles while
sophomore Risa Allen should
get some attention in the long
jump and triple jump. And
Chase hopes to lead the way
for the Loggers in the throws
when she competes in the
shot put.
Joe Engler invented track.

DelBrocco's
Pizza, Steak and Hoagie

IMUS
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that Imus has insulted whites, sors he has take some sort of
Native Americans, those of action . . . to educate him."
The key word there, ladies
mixed decent, those of all
walks of life. So why did he and gentleman, is educate. If
lose his job because he in- you, like myself, have diffisulted this group of athletes? culty dissecting the difference
It's because this nation cares between a "chest-pumping
about its sports more than it pimp" and a "nappy-headed
does its politics and govern- ho" how do you expect a lowbrow man who fancies himself
ment.
That's pathetic enough in it- a comedian that has insulted
self. But you say, wait, didn't all races and walks of life for
you just mention that Imus over 30 years on a show that
berated those lovable losers is classified in the "comedic"
from New York and catch no genre on CBS to do so?
Then you might ask, what
flack for it? Aren't they athletes too? It would seem so. could educate a man like
This leads me to my second Imus? I say, make him uphold
point, Imus was relieved of his promises.
Imus apologized in the wake
his duties as a radio broadcaster because the United of the incident and made some
States public has sent those pretty bold pledges as well
public media figures mixed when he claimed, "Just besignals about their intended cause the climate on this prouse of humor for far too long. gram has been what it's been
Now before you slay me for 30 years doesn't mean that
with Imus, first tell me why it has to be that way for the
this firing didn't take place next five years or whatever
long before this recent inci- because that has to change."
By keeping Imus on the air
dent? Imus has long crucified those figures that run this and making him apologize in
country, why is it more appro- some capacity every day for
priate for him to insult them these comments either literthan it is for him to insult ath- ally or in the content of this
show, it would have educated
letes?
You might come back with not only himself, but also his
the argument that calling a vast army of listeners, many
governor a "fat sissy" is far of whom probably thought
less racially or gender offen- the jab at the Rutgers women
sive as the comments he made was as funny as Imus.
By firing Imus, the indiabout the Rutgers women's
basketball squad. But then I viduals that prompted it look
would have to ask what exact- less like the benevolent group
ly is the difference between a they fancy themselves as and
"chest-pumping pimp" and a more like an opposing army,
"nappy-headed ho?" Aside one that has just dethroned a
from the fact that one is more leader. They have gained their
of a sexist comment, if the victory, but I wonder how
two are so subsequently dif- long it will last.
What I am suggesting is that
ferent that one requires no action other than laughter and an what we have on our hands is
increase in ratings, as Imus' a war of words. And in this
ratings saw no drop after the war, to silence a leaders voice
Knicks comments, and the is the same as to kill that leadother is grounds for a public er, but what of the leader's
stoning and an instantaneous army? Will they disband? If
firing, then perhaps I need to Iraq has taught us anything, it
has taught us no.
bone up on my street lingo.
Perhaps Imus just needs
What this nation had on our
some education as well. Gre- hands was a chance to learn
gory Lee, chairman of the from the mistakes our poliNABJ Sports Task Force, sen- ticians have made. We had
ior assistant sports editor at a chance change a leader's
the Boston Globe and a chair- voice without silencing it, to
man of a scholarship commit- educate and disband his army,
tee for the Sport Journalism to achieve that peace.
Institute, which seeks to ofBut we just wanted it over
fer scholarships especially to so we could go back to hearethnic minorities as well as ing about March Madness.
females, seems to think so.
Perhaps some day we will
"This kind of behavior must learn, perhaps someday we
be punished," Lee said in the will give peace a chance.
wake of the comments. "I
Will Holden has a nappy face.
hope the company and sponCongratulations to all University
Leadership Award Recipients!

Specializing in Authentic Philly Steaks, Hoagies, Grinders,
Appetizers, Strombolis, Calzones and New York Style Pizza

3908 6th Ave (Corner of 6th and Proctor)

253.756.7445
Free Delivery!!!
Specials all day, every day
$8.99
Sandwich Special

$5.00
Slice Special
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2 Slices and a 20oz Drink
Toppings are .50 cents extra

Have us cater your party!!
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10% discount for students with IDs. Not valid with daily specials (Pick-up only)
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UPS women's golf team wins NWC Championship

Imus firing

First ever championship victory sends team to Nationals in Flor.

shows U.S.

By Sam Kussin-Shoptaw

sshoptaw@ups.edu

Sports Writer
The UPS women's golf
team won their first ever
NWC Championship during
their final weekend of play at
the Aspen Lakes Golf Course
the weekend of April 14.
The Loggers went into the
weekend after finishing the
NWC Spring Classic as the
best team in the field. However, a week off wasn't able
to cool down the hot shooting
Lady Loggers.
After the dust had settled,
UPS placed three golfers
within the top 10 leaving with
a two day total of 703. The
team's coach, former University Athletic Director Richard
Ulrich, was awarded Coach
of the Year in the North-West
Conference.
Senior Emily Lau led the
Loggers for the weekend finishing second overall with a
163.
The team started out strong
on day one.
"We went into day two
knowing we were ahead by
12 strokes. We had to just
basically play our game at
the end to win the championship," senior Adrienne Parrish said.
After Linfield climbed
steadily closer to the finished
Logger team in the standings,
UPS worried a bit about a
possible tie. However, the immense lead from a great day
one proved to be enough to
keep UPS ahead. The ladies
from Tacoma took the title.

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/PAUL WICKS

The golf team worked hard and played well as a team all season
to earn their spot at the top of the Northwest Conference.
"We all got kind of emotional after we won the tournament." Parrish said. "It
meant a lot for us seniors to
finally win after four years. It
was so fulfilling to win in my
last year, almost surreal."
Winning this tournament
automatically qualifies the
team for the National Championship Tournament which
takes place May 8-11 at El
Campeon Golf Course in
Florida.
To prepare for the tournament UPS will have to balance school and sport while
preparing for both the biggest
opportunity in their collegiate
careers and finals.
The team is not worried
about dealing with the preparation for their first ever
chance at a national title sim-

After disappointing weekend
softball team plans to win out
By Brandon Henry
bhenry@ups.edu
Sports Writer

the best leagues in the nation,
and all our games are tough.
I thought we would win both
games against Pacific," Barone said. "Everyone did. We
played really well and lost
two close games. Everyone
wanted to win it for the seniors."
The Loggers lost the first
game 0-1. Senior Adrian Herlache, pitching six innings,
recorded five strikeouts and
gave up just two hits.
"It was a close game, we just
didn't get the hits," sophomore Nikki Lafemina said.

The University of Puget
Sound softball team headed
down to Oregon last weekend for away games at Willamette and Pacific. Both
teams currently sit ahead of
the Loggers in the conference standings, but in a conference where any team can
beat another on a given day,
there were four games up for
grabs.
On Saturday, the girls lost
SEE SOFTBALL PAGE 14
the opener 0-2 to Willamette, but followed
up with a resounding
6-1 win in the second
game, starring senior
Nikki Winkley.
"Nikki had an amazing game against Willamette," junior Valarie
Barone said. "She had
an incredible catch in
right field and jacked
a home run over a humongous outfield wall.
It was awesome."
After splitting their
games at Willamette,
the girls headed to
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/HOLDEN SAPP
Pacific to take on the
third-ranked Boxers.
Softball team gathers for pep talk.
"We play in one of

ply due to the large amount of
preparation they have already
gone through this year.
"Balancing school and golf
is sometimes hard when we
have weekend tournaments
and papers or tests the next
week because we pretty much
lose a weekend, but everyone
on the team is smart and we
get it done." Lau said. "Nationals are during finals week,
so rescheduling finals is a little challenging, but definitely
worth it."
The women weren't alone
in their successful season, as
the men's team currently sits
third in the NWC standings.
After a season that saw
many rainy days and even
more early mornings spent
out on the links, the Loggers
now can rest with the satis-

Off the Bench
By Tony Schwartz
tschwartz@ups.edu
Sports Columnist
Do you remember where
you were in 1998 during
game six of the NBA Finals?
You know, the game when
Michael Jordan hit the jumper over Byron Scott to win
the Finals?
If you are a sports fan,
avid or occasional, you will
remember where you were,
eyes glued to the screen,
watching one of the greats
show his immortality. A hard
drive to the right, a killer
crossover towards the top of
the key and the second MJ
shot it, you knew. You knew
you had become a witness.
And then Jordan walked
away from the game (even
though it was for the second
time, and he came back with
the Wizards, but who remembers that?). There was
nothing left to prove, nothing left to accomplish. Very
few walk away from their
sport like that; they always
think that they have enough
for one more year. Take a
baseball pitcher for example:
they always try to pitch one
more year and end up blowing out their arm. That was
the case for Nolan Ryan, who

faction that the UPS Golf
program has been brought to
a higher standard under their
watch.
The effort that golfers put
into their season is intense
and noticed by few.
With the nearest golf course
almost 30 minutes away from
campus, Logger golfers must
rise early to reach the links,
complete a round of practice
and talk with coaches and
teammates before rushing
back to campus in time for
morning class.
Senior Emily Lau explained, "Sometimes practices can be forty-five minutes
to four hours depending on
what we do. We have three
scheduled practices a week
and we will usually practice
an additional day on our own
if we have a tournament that
week."
The Conference championship has brought added attention to the golf program.
"We feel like this is a great
opportunity for the program
to be taken seriously and
acknowledged by people on
campus because we are a low
profile sport," Lau said. "We
have been a top three team
in our conference since my
freshman year, but no one really noticed our potential except for us."
Parrish agreed.
"The program is now hopefully going to be more prominent. Hopefully the program
can grow and have a national
reputation in a few years
time."
Sam Kussin-Shoptaw's name
is longer than your's, ha.

too focused
on sports
By Will Holden

wholden@ups.edu
Sports Editor
When Don Imus opened
his belligerent mouth on the
April edition of his radio
show, "Imus in the Morning,"
he interrupted the glorious
coverage of March Madness
to do something he has been
doing for nearly 30 years, insult someone.
When Imus called the Rutgers women basketball players "nappy headed ho's" it
was another insult to be added
to his vault along with calling
New Mexico Gov. Bill Richardson a "fat sissy," Colin
Powell a "weasel," and referring to Sen. Ben Nighthorse
Campbell of
Colorado, an
American Indian, as
"the guy
from ' F
Troop. — COURTESY OF THE NEW
T h e
YORK TIMES
Rutgers Don Imus
k neeslapper,
furthermore, seems quite similar to his gut-buster about the
New York Knicks, who he referred to as a group of "chestthumping pimps."
What I'm trying to say is
SEE IMUS PAGE
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Into retirement
tore a ligament during a game
against the Mariners here in
Seattle in 1993. I remember watching this on TV. He
threw one last pitch with his
injury. Radar gun registered
the pitch at 98 MPH.
Then there are those that
retire early and you question why. Take Jordan's first
retirement, or take Jay-Z
for example. Did you really think for one second that
"The Black Album" was going to be his last CD? You
are probably lying to yourself right now, but you went
out and bought it because A)
it's Jay-Z and B) it's hyped
as his greatest and final work.
And then he comes back with
"Kingdom Come" and you
think to yourself, what a brilliant marketing scheme to
make a couple million! You
walk away duped, Jay walks
away with Beyonce.
So, why all the talk of retirement? Well, if you're
one of the English majors at
this school that goes to class
sober wearing jeans, you've
already detected the foreshadowing going on in this
literary work of art.
I, Tony Schwartz, have
come to announce my retirement from The Trail, and the
final Off the Bench column.
Sure, next week we will run

the best of, but this is it. I
have nothing left in the tank,
I know it, and I am not going
to drag you through another
year like so many superstar
athletes do at the end of their
careers because they want
one more taste of glory. I am
calling it a career and hanging it up for good. A lot of
people would love to write
this column. I was the first,
now I want to see who follows in my footsteps.
Originally, my idea was to
do candid interviews with
athletes. It worked well until I made up this notion that
it was a curse and suddenly
every athlete avoided me. I
DID IT FOR IRONIC HUMOR PEOPLE! I tried to
start it back up this semester
and Jason Foster was kind
enough to help, but to me it
wasn't the same quality. I
couldn't walk that fine line of
decency anymore; I couldn't
ask the questions I wanted to
ask; and I couldn't get groups
on campus to threaten to sue
The Traii anymore.
In short, it felt degrading
to have to put a disclaimer
on an obvious work of satire
and a column designed for
humor that the following column was a work of satire and
.

SEE OTB PAC,' 14

